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Abstract
Measurements of efficiency, cavitation and runaway tests were tried carried out according to the IEC
standard for model testing. Unfortunately the cavitation- and runaway tests, as well as a large range
of flow rate, was not possible to perform. This was mainly due to problems with the rig, not being
dimensioned for such flow rates. The rig piping system was built by 200 mm diameter pipes, leading
to very high fluid velocities which resulted in cavitation for high pressure heads. Problems also
occurred when very low pressure heads were tried obtained, due to limitations of water level in the
pressure tank. It is necessary to run new test after several modifications of the rig. Unfortunately,
there was not enough time available for perform the modifications and run new tests in this project.
Efficiency were measured for a range in pressure from approximately 2,5 to 6 meter. The best point
of efficiency was not found due to the problems with obtaining low enough pressure. However, the
efficiencies measured are fairly high for a turbine with such a simple design. The best efficiency
measured for setting 1 and 2 are listed below.

Setting 1
Setting 2

Efficiency
76,4 ± 1,58 %
83,9 ± 1,58 %

Effective head
2,25 m
2,75 m

Rotational speed
552 rpm
600 rpm

The turbine performance is good for a wide range of pressure heads, but improvements can be
made. The upper bearing shows extensive heat production at higher pressure heads and high
rotational speed. Calculations shows that the bearing is dimensioned for the loads presumably
applied, but an eccentricity is observed in the shaft which results in increased loads of the bearing.
Concerns must also be expressed for the flow through the turbine bend, which can be an origin for
pressure pulsations in the torque. A frequency analysis using Discrete Fourier Transform has been
carried out, showing several dominating frequencies in the torque measurements. Especially a
frequency equal to three times the blade passing frequency is observed, which may be due to
pressure pulsations which can arise when a blade passes one of the bars supporting the lower
bearing. The analysis also showed dominating frequencies equal to the rotational speed frequency
and the blade passing frequency. The rotational frequency most likely originates from the
eccentricity in the upper bearing, but further investigations must be performed to validate this. The
blade passing frequencies is most likely a result of pressure pulsations from when each blade passes
one guide vane. An analysis of pressure pulsations in the turbine housing is recommended to prove
this.
During the tests break-off occurred for one blade tip, which is most likely a result of the self-grinding
concept. This concept also makes changing to higher settings during run-in difficult. The self-grinding
was not found to decrease the gap between the blades and the turbine housing, especially for high
settings. It is recommended to revaluate this grinding method.
Problems with the rig and the measurement devices resulted in extreme high uncertainties,
especially for the pressure transducer. If new measurements are to be done a new pressure and
torque transducer should be fitted.
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Sammendrag
Målinger av virkningsgrad, kavitasjon og rusningstest ble forsøkt gjennomført i henhold til IECstandarden for modelltesting. Dessverre var ikke gjennomføring av måling av kavitasjon og rusning
mulig, i tillegg til en stor del av turbinens operasjonsområde. Grunnen for dette var hovedsakelig at
testriggen ikke var dimensjonert for volumstrømmer i turbinens størrelsesorden. Riggen var
konstruert med 200 mm diameter rør, noe som førte til store strømningshastigheter. Dette førte
igjen til kavitasjon for høye trykk. De laveste trykkene i turbinens operasjonsområde ble heller ikke
klart oppnådd, grunnet begrensninger i vannhøyde i laboratoriets trykktank. Nye tester er
nødvendige etter ombygging av testriggen. Dessverre var det ikke tid nok til rådighet for å bygge om
riggen og gjennomføre nye tester.
Virkningsgrad ble målt for trykkhøyder fra omtrent 2,5 til 6 meter. Beste virkningsgrad ble dessverre
ikke funnet grunnet problemet med å oppnå lavt nok trykk. Imidlertid viser turbinen en høy
virkningsgrad tatt i betraktning dens enkle design. De høyeste målte virkningsgrader er vist i tabellen
nedenfor.

Setting 1
Setting 2

Virkningsgrad
76,4 ± 1,58 %
83,9 ± 1,58 %

Effektiv fallhøyde
2,25 m
2,75 m

Turtall
552 rpm
600 rpm

Turbinens ytelse er god for et vidt område i fallhøyde, men forbedringer er mulige. Det øvre lageret
viser stor varmeutvikling for høye trykk og høyt turtall. Beregninger viser at lageret er riktig
dimensjonert for lastene som er antatt påført, men kast observert i akslingen kan gi høyere laster.
Dette kan igjen føre til at lageret blir overbelastet.
Bekymring må også uttrykkes når det gjelder strømningen gjennom turbinbendet, noe som kan være
opphavet til trykkpulsasjoner i momentet. En frekvensanalyse ved bruk av diskret
Fouriertransformasjon ble utført, noe som resulterte i at flere dominerende frekvenser ble oppdaget
i momentmålingene. Spesielt en frekvens lik tre ganger bladpasseringsfrekvensen var dominerende,
noe som kan ha sitt opphav i trykkpulsasjoner som kan oppstå hver gang et blad passerer et av
støttestagene til det nedre lageret. Analysen viste også en frekvens som var lik rotasjonsfrekvensen,
samt bladpasseringsfrekvensen. Rotasjonsfrekvensen oppstår mest sannsynlig grunnet kast i akselen,
men videre undersøkelser bør utføres for å påvise dette. Bladpasseringsfrekvensen oppstår grunnet
trykkpulsasjoner som oppstår hver gang et blad passerer en av skovlene i ledeapparatet. En analyse
av trykkpulsasjoner bør utføres for å påvise dette.
I gjennomføringen av testene brakk enden av et av bladene av, noe som antageligvis er et resultat av
selvslipingskonseptet. Dette konseptet gjør endring til høyere setting vanskeligere ved innkjøringen.
Denne metoden virker ikke som den fører til en mindre klaring mellom bladene og turbinhuset,
spesielt for høyere setting. Det anbefales å revurdere bruken av denne metoden.
Problemer med riggen og måleutstyret førte til ekstremt høy usikkerhet i målingene, spesielt for
trykktransduseren. Hvis nye målinger skal utføres bør det installeres ny trykktransduser og
momentmåler.
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1 Introduction
The electricity system in Afghanistan is mainly concentrated to the areas Herat, Nimroz, Balkh and
around the capital Kabul. Due to this a large part of the population lives without the possibility to
connect to the electricity grid, as can be seen in Figure 1. This map shows statistics of how large part
of the population which is connected to the grid and as can be seen people living in central
Afghanistan, as well as to north-western parts, have very little possibility to connect to the main grid.

Figure 1 - Share of population connected to electricity grid (1)

The major source of lighting is kerosene, which involves health hazards (1). For cooking and heating
the main source is wood, which may lead to environmental degradation as well as it is extremely
time consuming. The electricity grid in Afghanistan is continuously expanded, but the main grid will
not be available for the entire population anytime soon. Small hydro power can help bringing
electricity to remote areas and significantly raise the standard of living, as well as aid the production
of agricultural products.
Small hydro is a renewable and emission free source of energy, which with proper development
needs little maintenance. Remote Hydrolight has specialized in developing small hydro power plants
in collaboration with Afghani villages, making electricity available in remote areas. This allows small
industry to grow, as well as bringing light and communication to these areas.
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2 Kaplan-type turbines
The Kaplan turbine was developed by Viktor Kaplan in 1913, due to a need for efficient power
production for lower pressure heads where the Francis type turbine became inapplicable. In the early
years of development Kaplan struggled with cavitation problems, and abandoned his work in 1922
due to health problems. Voith continued his work and developed the design further. Today the
Kaplan turbine is used widely throughout the world.
A full deduction on design of Kaplan turbines is outside the scope of this thesis, and just a brief
overview of design procedures are given in this paper.

2.1 Overall performance and application
Kaplan turbines are used when the speed number exceeds the maximum speed number for a Francis
turbine, with a minor overlap in the Francis range. The speed number for which a Kaplan is used span
from about 1.5 to 3.5(2). Speed number is defined as following:
√
Equation 1 – Speed number (3)

√

√

Equation 2 – Reduced angular velocity (3)

√
Equation 3 – Reduced volume flow (3)

√
(

)

Equation 4

The speed number tells something about the speed of the turbine, and turbines are divided into
different categories from their speed number. The lowest speed numbers are found for Pelton type
turbines, while the highest are found for Kaplan. Between these two extremities the Francis region is
found. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Turbine types classified by speed number (3)

A Kaplan turbine can be regarded as a further development from the propeller turbine. The main
difference between these two turbines types are the adjustable runner vanes in the Kaplan type. This
allows the Kaplan turbine to run with good efficiencies in a broad spectre of volume flows and
pressure head. The main reason for this is the great adjustment possibilities which exist when both
the guide vanes and runner vanes are adjustable, is the possibility to always find the optimal
combination of guide vane and runner vane angles. This gives a very flat efficiency curve, making a
Kaplan turbine well suitable for varying load.

Figure 3 - Efficiency curve comparison between Francis and Kaplan (2)

Due to the flat shape of the efficiency curve for a Kaplan turbine the speed number *Ω does not
necessarily represent the best operation point. It is usually favourable designing the turbine with a
best operation point around a capacity *Q = 0.65*Q to 0.7 *Q (1).
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2.2 Main dimensions
The main dimensions of a Kaplan turbine is very much based on data derived from experience. The
speed number is a function of the mean velocity cm through the turbine. A high speed turbine will
have a greater mean velocity and the following linear relation is proposed (2).

Equation 5

Further the relationship between the speed number and the largest runner diameter is deduced.
√

(

)

Equation 6

The remaining dimensions can be taken from the figures below.

Figure 4 - d/D and B0/D as a function of ns (2)

In Figure 5 the choice of parameters are based on the specific speed number ns.
√

Equation 7 (2)
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Figure 5 - Number of runner vanes (2)

2.3 Runner vanes
Due to the small amount of vanes in a Kaplan the runner cannot be regarded as several vane
channels. Instead the runner has to be regarded as a cascade of hydrofoils. This makes it possible to
find the forces acting upon the foils with foil theory, and the resulting forces in the runner.
2.3.1 Foil theory
A foil is shaped as shown in the figure below. A fluid flow hitting the foil is split and forced either over
or under the foil. The foil is shaped such as the fluid flow going over the foil has a longer distance to
cover, forcing the velocity to increase. Taking into consideration the Bernoulli equation the pressure
above the foil relative under the foil must decrease. This results in a resulting force upwards due to
the pressure difference. Drag forces are also present due to friction over the foil.

Figure 6 - Lift and drag on a wing section (4)

The size of the forces varies with angle of attack, which is defined as the angle between the chord
line and fluid velocity. Note that the drag force and lift force always are parallel and perpendicular
with the air flow, respectively. Lift and drag forces are normally made dimensionless with to the
equation below(4). This is done to ease comparison with different foil data.
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Equation 8

Where
Ci: Dimensionless coefficient
Fi: lift or drag force
i = L or D (respectively lift or drag force)
V = fluid velocity
LC = chord length
B = foil width
2.3.2 Blade profile method
The practical dimensioning of the runner is done by dividing each blade into numerous small partturbines with a width dr (See Figure 7 below).

Figure 7 - Geometry in the blade profile method (2)

Usually the same foil profile is used for the entire blade, but due to the different radii of each section
the inlet velocity varies. For the foil to work under optimal conditions the blade must be twisted from
the boss to the end. The lift and drag forces, together with the twist angle, is found for each small
turbine. In addition to this the twist angle is found as a function of the radii. Lift and drag force are
then expressed as the following (2).

Equation 9

Equation 10

CL and CD are known foil data. Note that these coefficients are not the same for foil working in
undisturbed flow and foils in cascade.
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It can be further derived as following (2).

Equation 11

(

)

(

)

Equation 12

(

)

Equation 13

Equation 14

where z1 is number of blades. The distance between the blades is then given by t = 2πr/z1
This can further be derived to the following equation.
(

)

Equation 15

In this equation all the unknown parameters are found on the left side, while all the known data is
found on the right. The exception for this is the λ, which always should be small.

Figure 8 - Force components on a wing section (2)

2.3.3 Foil profiles in cascade
The foil data given in literature is nearly almost for a foil in undisturbed flow. When the foil is placed
in a cascade the flow pattern changes, hence the foil characteristics changes as well. To fully know
the CL and CD coefficients tests of the chosen cascade must be carried out. However, there exists
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experimental data for foils in cascade published by Nechleba. This data is only valid for angle of
attack equal to zero, but since this angle always is small it can be used for all practical applications.

Figure 9 - Relative lift coefficient in cascade (2)

To avoid cavitation CL/CL1 is often chosen 0,9 at the boss and 1.1 at the periphery (2).
2.3.4 Choosing of the blade profile
The easiest way of designing a Kaplan turbine is by using a commercial blade profile. Many blade
profiles with well documented lift and drag curves exist, most known being the NACA profiles. These
blade profiles were originally designed for aviation purposes by National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NACA, predecessor for NASA), but can be applied for water flow as well.
The blade profile can also be designed by the turbine producer by applying potential flow theory,
using software to calculate the lift and drag coefficients. The Kaplan turbine tested in this thesis is
made by this method, using SciLab for designing the blade profile. The profile for each section is then
exported to Autodesk Inventor, making mechanical drawings for the entire blade.

2.4 Challenges with the Kaplan type turbine
The major problem during the development of the Kaplan turbine was cavitation, which is still the
biggest challenge with this kind of turbo machinery. The demand for high economic profit for
projects forces the turbine designers to design smaller runners. This can be done by increasing the
fluid velocity through the runner and the load on the runner vanes, thus increasing the risk for
cavitation. Careful considerations throughout the whole design procedure must be taken to minimize
the development costs for Kaplan runners.
The gap between the blades and the turbine housing is the origin of large losses, and must be
minimized as much as possible. The challenge is usually to make this gap as small as possible for all
angles of attack, as well as keeping the turbine blades from touching the turbine housing.
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3 Theory of model testing
The IEC 60193 gives rules for the execution of performance test on model turbines in laboratory. The
turbine treated here is not a model turbine, but a full size prototype tested under laboratory
conditions. Therefore, the testing in this case is done according to the standard for model test. The
exceptions from this is the scaling from model to prototype as well as checking of dimensions, which
is not necessary since this is a full size turbine and all the scaling factors will be equal to one and all
the dimensions are equal to the true value.

3.1 Efficiency test
3.1.1 Definition of efficiency
Efficiency is defined as the amount of energy subtracted relative to the total energy available (5).
Written as an equation the efficiency for a turbine derives as following.

Equation 16

where P is the power output delivered to the shaft from the runner, and Ph the available hydraulic
power. This efficiency can further be divided into mechanical efficiency, ηm, and hydraulic efficiency,
ηh. The mathematical connection between these two is as following(5).

Equation 17

The mechanical efficiency is connected to losses in mechanical transitions such as bearings etc., while
the hydraulic efficiency is connected to hydraulic losses, such as leakage losses, impact losses etc. In
a model test the output power is read as torque on a shaft, and it is therefore the total efficiency
which is found during performance tests.
During the test of efficiency the torque (Tm), rotational speed (n), volume flow (Q) and pressure head
(p) are constantly recorded. In addition to this the density of water is calculated during the test based
on temperature readings before each test. The gravity constant must also be determined, either
from calculation or measurements. From these measured quantities the mechanical power delivered
from the turbine to the shaft can be calculated according to Equation 18 (6). Note that the rotational
speed, n, is given in revolutions per second in this equation, and not revolutions per minute.

Equation 18

The available hydraulic power can be expressed as following(6).
(

)

Equation 19
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where E is the specific energy. The suffix 1 means that the quantities are measured at the high
pressure side of the turbine. E can also be expressed in terms of an effective pressure head as shown
in Equation 20.

Equation 20

The efficiency can then be expressed by the following expression.
(

)

(

)

Equation 21

The effective pressure head are determined from measurements of pressure and velocity at the
turbine inlet and outlet. Since this is a low head turbine with pressure head below 40m, the
difference in water density can be neglected(6). The effective head can then be expressed as the
following.
(

)

Equation 22

The relative height difference, z1-z2, is defined as shown in Figure 10. Note that if absolute pressure
measurement is applied any height difference between measuring section and pressure transducer
has to be evaluated.

Figure 10 - Reference heights
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The fluid velocity is derived from the volume flow divided by the known area.

Equation 23

3.1.2 Test requirements
Fluctuations of measured quantities will be present at all times, but it is essential that the operating
condition should be as steady-state as possible. Such fluctuation should be kept within an agreed
limit. IEC (6) suggest ±0,3%, including drifting effects.
The achieved operation point should not differ too much relative to the planned operation point. The
recommendation given by IEC (6) suggest that more than ±0,5% deviation should not occur for
speed, discharge and power coefficient, and ±0,3% for the cavitation coefficient or Thoma number.
Before commencing the tests the model, test rig and the instrumentation should be checked for
defects. The test circuit shall not show any leakage, and the water quality and temperature shall be
stable. The measuring equipment must also be calibrated. Testing in a well-defined operation point
for the different measuring devices shall also be done repeatedly to ensure there are no drifting
effects.
In addition, the data acquisition system must be checked against a manual calculation to ensure that
the program gives correct results. This must be done in well-defined operation points.

3.2 Cavitation test
The energy within a fluid is given by the following equation (3).

Equation 24

If there is no pump or turbine adding or removing energy from the fluid this equation must have a
constant value. If, in addition to this, there is no height difference it can be found that an increase in
fluid velocity must lead to a decrease in static pressure. If the fluid velocity is locally increased to the
point that the static pressure is decreased below the value of the fluid vapour pressure, cavitation
will occur. In other words, this means that the fluid vapour pressure is greater than the static
pressure and vapour bubbles will occur and grow in size. These bubbles will then be driven further
downstream by the moving fluid into regions with higher pressures where they will implode due to
the higher pressure. If this happens on surfaces a crackling noise can be heard. Due to the small area
of the implosion of the bubbles huge forces can be applied to the surface, leading to mechanical
wear of the surface. If the cavitation is allowed to occur over time mechanical failure could be the
result. The cavitation phenomena can also disturb the flow, reducing efficiency of turbines. Hence,
cavitation in hydraulic turbine has to be avoided and a cavitation test is generally performed.
The IEC standard (6) recommends to perform cavitation tests by keeping the head constant and
decrease the Thoma number while logging the efficiency. Occurring cavitation can be detected by a
small increase in efficiency before the efficiency drops. See Figure 11 for a typical efficiency-thoma
curve. The small increase in efficiency can be explained by reduction of friction due to the lubrication
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of the vanes by the vapour. When the cavitation is further developed stall occurs on the vanes,
making the efficiency drop.

Figure 11 - Efficiency as a function of Thoma number

If, due to different reasons, such measurement is not possible cavitation can be qualitatively found
by high speed camera or by visual confirmation by the use of stroboscopic light.

3.3 Runaway test
Runaway speed is the highest achievable rotational speed in a given operational point and is
characterized by zero efficiency. This means that all available power in the fluid is used to overcome
the centrifugal forces, keeping the speed constant. Due to friction torque in bearings the true
runaway speed cannot be obtained by testing. If an electric motor is fitted on the test rig the
runaway speed can be found directly by using the electric motor to correct for the friction forces. If
this is not the case the runaway speed must be found by extrapolation.
The test shall be carried out under the worst combination of geometric parameters, giving the
highest runaway speed. If the turbine is not tested under plant conditions the influence of cavitation
should also be evaluated.

3.4 Calibration
The measuring equipment must be calibrated by primary methods before running of the tests. In the
tests in this case five different measuring devices is to be used, temperature gauge, pressure gauge,
torque gauge, trip meter and flow meter. All calibration data are either processed in the MatLab
program developed by Lars Fjærvold or directly in a LabView calibration program. A trend curve is
then made by plotting the true value against the volt signal, and the corresponding calibration
coefficients can be found from the curve equation. The equation for this trend curve is then imported
to the LabView logging program, making it possible to convert the volt signal from the different
measuring devices to the wished unit.
A calibration program developed by Håkon Hjort Francke and modified by Bjørn Winther Solemslie is
used for the calibration in this project, except for the calibration of the volume flow meter. This
program logs the calibration data and calculates the calibration curve, as well as calculating the total
uncertainty. Due to different uncertainties of the weights for the calibration of the torque meter, the
systematic uncertainty is set to zero in the calibration program. By doing this the program calculates
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the random and the regression uncertainty, allowing manually calculation of the total uncertainty.
This calculation is done in excel, and added to the uncertainty band given by the calibration program.
For the volume flow meter a LabView program has been developed for the data acquisition and the
random and regression error has been calculated by the MatLab program developed by master
student Lars Fjærvold. See Annex D and Annex E for overview of the LabView and MatLab program.
3.4.1 Pressure transducer
The pressure transducer is calibrated by applying a known pressure and log the volt signal received
by the transducer. To ensure a low uncertainty the number of measure points must be as high as
possible, with the majority of measuring points distributed in the ends of the range in consideration.
By logging the volt signal with a data acquisition program the uncertainty can be estimated during
the calibration, and the number of points can be increased until the uncertainty is lower than the
maximum allowable uncertainty.
3.4.2 Torque meter
The torque gauge calibration method is dead weight calibration. This is carried out by applying a
known force to an arm of a certain length, resulting in a known torque in the torque measuring
device. As for the pressure transducer calibration the number of points must be large enough to
ensure a low uncertainty, as well as keeping the focus on the end ranges for the transducer.

Figure 12 - Torque calibration set up

3.4.3 Trip meter
An optical trip meter cannot be calibrated in the same manner as other measuring devices since it
measures a signal every time a reflex passes the device. The only way to ensure that the trip meter is
accurate is to either compare it to another device, or by knowing the history of the device. If the
device is known by experience to be accurate a comparison with another device is not necessary.
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3.4.4 Volume flow meter
At the Waterpower Laboratory at NTNU the flow meter is calibrated with the weighing method,
which is a primary method with high level of accuracy. The procedure for this type of calibration is
given in ISO 4185 (7). This is done by leading the fluid flow into a tank with known initial weight, for a
given period of time. After the filling the volume flow can be derived from the weight difference and
time of the filling after the following equations. This is done for several volume flows within the
operating range of the flow meter, and a calibration curve can be found by fitting the data to a linear
graph. Due to the linear nature of the resulting calibration curve care must be taken especially to the
flows in the lower and higher region in the operating range.
(

)

Equation 25

(

)

Equation 26

where ρa, ρp and ρ are density of air, standard weights and water respectively. Densities are found as
a function of temperature in tables.
There will always be uncertainty associated with measurements which has to be considered. In this
case this applies to the measuring of time, weight and frequency signal from the flow meter, and a
total uncertainty should be calculated. The weighing machine is calibrated by dead weights with a
guaranteed accuracy.

3.5 Error analysis
No measurements are free of errors, and therefore is it always a certain uncertainty related to
performance tests. IEC (6) defines three different types of errors.
-

Spurious errors
Random errors
Systematic errors

Random errors can be reduced be repetition of measurements, but systematic errors is related to the
characteristics of the measuring equipment and cannot be reduced in the same manner.
3.5.1 Spurious errors
Spurious errors are errors due to human failure or instrumentation malfunction. These types of
errors can be reduced by thoroughly planning of the tests and careful inspection of the measuring
equipment, but they can never be eliminated with certainty. An example of such error is air pockets
in the manometer. Spurious errors shall not be incorporated into the error analysis, and the
corresponding measurement shall be discarded.
3.5.2 Systematic errors
Systematic errors have the same magnitude for every measurement for the same operation point.
Hence, increasing the quantity of measurements for the same operation point will not decrease the
error associated with such errors. Systematic errors are caused by faults in the measuring devices
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and inaccuracy in the calibration. Therefore, the only way to determine the systematic errors would
be to measure with two different systems for each measuring point. However, the systematic error
for the measuring device itself is eliminated through the calibration and the remaining systematic
error for the measurement becomes the total uncertainty for the calibration.
Total systematic error, fs, is found by combining the systematic errors for all measuring devices by
the root-sum-square method. The root-sum-method is expressed as the following.
√∑
Equation 27

The different uncertainties under the root sign in the expression above can be determined either by
information from the manufacturer of the measuring device or by calculation. The calculation of the
uncertainty is done from measurements done for the same operation condition several times, and
the standard deviation is found. When the quantities of samples decreases the IEC standard gives
procedures for calculation of the standard deviation, introducing the student t factor which takes
into consideration the small quantities of samples. This procedure is given in the following.
∑( ̅
√

)

Equation 28

sY = standard deviation
̅ = mean value of the measurements
Yi = Value of measurement number i
n = number of measurements

√
Equation 29

eY = uncertainty of the standard deviation
t = student t factor, found in table L.2 in the IEC-code
The uncertainty for the 95% confidence level are then given as
̅
Equation 30

3.5.3 Random errors
Random errors are caused by random incidents during the measurements. These types of errors can
be reduced by increasing the number of measurements, and the error distribution about the true
value approaches the normal distribution if the number of measurements increases to infinity. The
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random uncertainty is possible to calculate by statistical methods if the measurements are done
repeatedly in some operating points, using the student t procedure as explained in 3.5.2.
3.5.4 Uncertainty in the calibration
Calibration is done to minimize the systematic uncertainty in the measuring devices. The possible
errors which may arise during calibration are given in Table 1.
Error notation
fa
fb
fc
fd
fe
ff

Description of error
The systematic component in the primary calibration method
The random component in the primary calibration method
The systematic component in the secondary instrument
The random component in the secondary instrument
Errors due to physical phenomena and influence quantities
Errors in physical properties

Table 1 - Sources of error in calibration

The total uncertainty for the calibration is the found by the root-sum method.
√
Equation 31

3.5.5 Uncertainty in the tests
The different errors which may arise during test are listed in Table 2.
Error notation
fcal
fh
fj
fkr
fks
fl
fs
fr
ft

Description of error
The uncertainty in the calibration (See 3.5.4)
Additional systematic error not covered by the calibration
Error in physical properties
The random component of errors in physical phenomena and influence quantities
The systematic component of errors in physical phenomena and influence
quantities
The random error of the secondary instrument
Total systematic error
Total random error
Total error

Table 2 - Uncertainties in the test

By combining these uncertainties the systematic and random uncertainty can be found as the
following.
√
Equation 32

√
Equation 33
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The total uncertainty is given by the following equation.
√
Equation 34

3.5.6 Uncertainty in a derived quantity
The systematic error for an expression containing several terms is found by calculating the specific
error for the value in consideration by inserting the different errors into the equation, and divide it
by the value in consideration. This is shown in Equation 35, where the specific energy is in
consideration.
√(

)

(

)

(

)
(

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

Equation 35

The pressures in Equation 35 are given in Pascal.
The uncertainty for the different measured quantities is combined by the root-sum square method as
shown in Equation 36.
√
Equation 36
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3.6 Frequency analysis
The frequency of any fluctuating properties can be analysed by expressing the signal as a Fourier
Transform, as can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13 - Fourier transform (8)

This signal is then expressed by several sinus and cosine terms, and the frequency and its amplitude
can be found using Discrete Fourier Transform. The cosine and sinus terms is then represented in
terms of complex exponentials (8).

Equation 37

Equation 38

The Discrete Fourier Transform is then expressed as in Equation 39. Only frequencies between zero
and (N/2-1)Δf can be found, since this is the maximum allowable frequency in the measured signal
(8).
(

)

∑ (

)

Equation 39
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4 The test rig in the Waterpower Laboratory
4.1 Rig setup
4.1.1 Turbine runner
The turbine runner is a Kaplan type runner designed by Anders Austegård for Remote Hydrolight. The
guide vanes are fixed, but the runner vanes can be adjusted step-wise by hand from position one to
four. The adjusting of the runner vanes is done by accessing the runner from two lids on the turbine,
and manually setting the position. The main dimensions, design point and estimated operating
conditions are given in the following table.
Turbine main data
Runner diameter
BEP pressure head
BEP volume flow
BEP rotational speed
Pressure head [m]
1,5
2
3
4
6
8
10

0,354 m
2m
0,21 m3/s
490 rpm

Flow estimations
Runner vane setting 1
Runner vane setting 3
3
Minimum flow [m /s]
Optimal flow [m3/s]
0,09
0,18
0,11
0,21
0,13
0,26
0,15
0,3
0,18
0,36
0,21
0,42
0,23
0,47

Runner vane setting 4
Maximum flow [m3/s]
0,21
0,24
0,29
0,34
0,41
0,47
0,53

Table 3 - Turbine main data and flow estimations

From the data above the speed number can be found by Equation 4, as can be seen below.
√
(

)

This speed number is in the lower region of speed number for Kaplan.

4.1.2 Generator
The generator is an asynchronous Siemens KTY84, with 2 pole pairs and a maximum rotational speed
of 1500 rpm. The turbine runner is directly connected to the generator, as can be seen in Figure 14.
4.1.3 Connection of the turbine in the laboratory
The water is pumped from the lower reservoir (the sump) into the pressure tank. From the pressure
tank the water goes through two cones, reducing the pipe diameter from 600 mm to 200 mm. From
here there is a long section of 200 mm pipes where the volume flow meter is installed, before the
water goes through two 90 degrees bends. The pipe diameter is then increased from 200 mm to 400
mm through two cones before the pipe string is connected to the turbine. The turbine is installed
with its draft tube directly placed in the lower reservoir.
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Figure 14 - The turbine installed in the Waterpower Laboratory

When the calibration of the volume flow meter is done the water has to be redirected to the
calibration tank. This is done be redirection the flow up to an existing pipe situated just beside the
Kaplan rig. See Figure 15 below.

Figure 15 - Redirection of water flow to the calibration circuit
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4.1.4

Modifications

4.1.4.1 Replacement of lid
The checking for cavitation is in this project done by visual confirmation. This is done by both a
stroboscopic light and with a high speed camera. For this to be possible the rig has been fitted with
see through glass in one location (see Figure 16). The initial steel lid has been removed and a new lid
made from plexiglass has been manufactured. See Annex F for technical drawing of the new glass lid.
This glass makes it possible to qualitatively check for occurring cavitation.

Figure 16 - Turbine with plexiglass lid fitted

4.1.4.2 Changes made in pipe system
During the calibration of the volume flow meter a problem occurred with the piping. Cavitation
started in the transition from 500mm to 200mm pipe resulting in high frequency vibration and noise.
Due to the electromagnetic volume flow meters dependence on bubble-free water the flow meter
was not able to give reliable results for volume flows above 0,3 m3/s, and the piping system had to be
modified. A totally new transition were built and fitted instead of the original. With the new
transition the volume flow meter gives reliable results in the whole calibration range.
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Figure 17 - Original transition

Figure 18 - New cone fitted in the loop

4.1.5 Logging program in LabView
A logging program is made in the data acquisition program LabView, logging at a rate of 1000
measurements per second. The signals from the different measuring devices which are giving a
current signal are treated through a box which applies a known resistance, making it possible to
convert the signal to voltage. All the signals are then fed to a log card in a computer, where LabView
DAQmx continuously collects them. All the voltage signals are then plotted on the front panel for
surveillance. This is done to ensure that an overloaded measuring device is soon discovered.
The signals are then converted to the respective units by the calibration constants implemented in
the program, before these raw data are logged in a text file for later treatment. The mean value and
standard deviation is then plotted to the front panel, as well as the rotational speed. Further on
calculation of mechanical power and efficiency is done. All significant data is the saved to a text file
for further treatment.
See Annex D for an overview of the LabView program.
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4.1.6 Equipment
When the pump starts from stand-still it pumps water into the pressure tank, hence the water level
in the lower reservoir decreases lowering the outlet static pressure for the turbine. To be able to
calculate the efficiency of the turbine the height difference between the draft tube outlet and the
water level needs to be known. To determine this height difference during operation a float has been
made, making it possible to read the difference in water level during operation and stand-still.

Figure 19 - Float used for water level measurement

When the water level changes the change can be read from a measuring tape.

4.2 Method of measurement
4.2.1 Temperature gauge
Temperature is in this project measured by a digital temperature sensor fitted in the sump near the
weighting tank. This is calibrated regularly.
4.2.2 Pressure gauge
Pressure is measured before the inlet to the turbine and calculated after the draft cone. According to
the IEC standard (6) the pressure must be measured in undisturbed flow. In practical terms this
means that the measurement must be done at least ten pipe diameters downstream from any
changes in the pipe geometry (5).
The pressure is measured by a Druck PTX1400 pressure transducer. This is fed by four taps equally
distributed around the pipe. The purpose for having four measuring points is to minimize the error
due to local disturbance in the flow.
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Figure 20 - Pressure transducer

The core of the transducer consists of a membrane with known elasticity. When this membrane is
exposed to a pressure different from the atmospheric pressure the membrane will deflect due to the
differential pressure. This deflection is measured by strain gauges which create a volt signal which
ranges from 1-10 V. This signal is fed to a computer, where the LabView logging program converts
the volt signal to pressure. This conversion is done by the calibration coefficients implemented in the
logging program.
The outlet pressure is taken as the dynamic pressure at the outlet, defined by Equation 40 where Δh
is the height difference between the draft tube outlet and the water level. This height difference is
measured to be 50 cm at stand-still, and is continuously read during operation and fed to the
LabView logging program.
(

)

Equation 40 - Outlet pressure

4.2.3 Torque transducer
Measurements on torque are done with a Druck PTX1830 torque meter with a range from -200 to
+200 Nm, giving a volt signal from -5 V to +5 V. In this case the torque meter gives negative readings
with positive torque.
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Figure 21 - Torque transducer

4.2.4 Trip meter
The rotational speed is measured by an optical trip meter. This device measures the time between
every pulse caused by a reflex fitted on the shaft, giving a frequency reading.

Figure 22 - Trip meter

4.2.5 Flow meter
After the 600-200 mm narrowing of the pipe a straight pipe is mounted. The volume flow meter is
mounted at the end of this pipe, making it possible to measure the flow in undisturbed flow. For the
measurement to be accurate the distance from the narrowing to the flow meter must be at least five
pipe diameters, in this case two meters (5).
The volume flow is measured electromagnetically by a Krohne AQUAFLUX F6 flow meter.
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Figure 23 - Volume flow meter

Water is a polar fluid and creates a current when it flows through a magnetic field. The flow meter
creates an electromagnetic field and measure the current induced by the water. This current shows a
linear dependence on the volume flow, and by measurement of this current the volume flow can be
determined. The flow meter creates a volt signal which is converted to a volume flow by the
calibration coefficients implemented in the logging program.

4.3 Determination of necessary parameters
4.3.1 Constant of gravity
The constant of gravity is measured by NGU in 2004 (9).

4.3.2 Density of water
The water used for model testing will always contain a certain amount of dissolved substances. But
according to the IEC standard (6) this generally differs by less than 0,05 %, and the difference can be
neglected. Density for distilled water is then to be used, and can either be calculated or found as a
function of temperature and pressure in table B.2 in the IEC standard. The temperature is measured
before each test and fed to the LabView logging program, which calculates the density after Equation
41 where p is given in Pascal.
[(

)

(

)(

)

(

)(

) ]

Equation 41

[

]

4.3.3 Density of air
Density of dry air can either be calculated or found as a function of temperature in table B.5 in the
IEC standard. Note that the densities given in table B.5 are at an ambient pressure of 101 325 Pa. For
calculation of the density of air the ambient pressure has to be known. At the Waterpower
Laboratory the ambient pressure is measured locally.
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4.4 Risk assessment
Before commencing tests in the waterpower laboratory at NTNU a risk assessment has to be carried
out. This is done to discover potential risks regarding the rig or the performance of the tests, and to
evaluate if the risk of mechanical damage or human injuries are too high. The full risk assessment can
be found in Annex H.
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5 Test procedure
5.1 Calibration of measuring equipment
5.1.1 Pressure transducer
The pressure transducer was calibrated with a Druck DPI601 pressure calibrator with a maximum
total uncertainty of 0,01%. The calibration was performed by pumping air into the calibrator and the
correct pressure could then be read from the calibrator, and compared to the voltage signal from the
pressure transducer. This was done for 37 different pressures resulting in the following calibration
curve, where the voltage signal is plotted against the voltage signal. The calibration equation was
found by regression and is as shown in the following.

Figure 24 - Calibration curve (Uncertainty band is multiplied by 150)

The full report on the pressure calibration can be found in Annex B.
5.1.2 Torque transducer
In the first attempt of calibration of the torque transducer a major case of hysteresis was
experienced. The entire system was checked without finding any reason for this and several
calibrations were carried out with the same result. A calibration curve with evident proof of the
hysteresis is shown in the following.
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Figure 25 - Calibration showing evident hysteresis (Uncertainty band is multiplied by 5)

It was discovered that by knocking on the turbine during the calibration the amount of the hysteresis
decreased. A calibration carried out during knocking is shown below. This lead to the suspicion that
some of the forces were absorbed by friction between the turbine blades and the turbine housing.

Figure 26 - Calibration with knocking on the turbine (Uncertainty band is multiplied by 10)

The turbine was then run for several hours and the turbine was allowed to grind itself. By doing this
the friction between the blades and the housing were minimized. The calibration curve and equation
is shown in the following.
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Figure 27 - Calibration after several hours of running (Uncertainty band is multiplied by 20)

The torque gauge still showed some hysteresis, but it is assumed to be the most accurate calibration
possible with the torque transducer installed. The full report on the calibration is found in Annex B.
5.1.3 Flow meter
The voltage signal from the flow meter was logged by a LabView program, taking 1000
measurements per second. The mean voltage signal for each measurement was then plotted against
the measured flow. This was done for 17 different volume flows. Note that the flow meter is only
constructed for volume flows of less than 0,377 m3/s, but was calibrated for up to 0,528 m3/s. The
calibration curve is linear for the entire calibration range with a R2-value of 0,99999506, hence the
validity of the flow meter at high volume flows is assumed to be good. After a short discussion with
Professor Torbjørn Nielsen it was agreed on using this flow meter also for these high volume flows.
The calibration curve where voltage signal are plotted against volume flow in litres per second, as
well as the equation is shown in the following.
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Figure 28 - Flow meter calibration curve

5.2 Efficiency test
Efficiency tests were done by keeping the rotational speed constant and vary the pressure head.
Calculation of efficiency were done continuously by the LabView program and post-processed by a
MatLab program developed by master student Lars Fjærvold. In addition to this the temperature of
the upper bearing were measured manually by a thermic camera and logged manually in excel,
allowing monitoring of the temperature for different rotational speed and pressure heads.
The test procedure can be described by the following test matrix. Note that the pressure is given in
meter head at the turbine inlet, not the effective pressure head. The points of measurement is given
this was due to the limitations of the rig, since 0,5 meter pressure head at the inlet is the lowest
achievable pressure for the rig setup.
Pressure [m]
6
5,5
5
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
Rotational
speed [rpm]

Test matrix
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

300

X

350

X

400

X

450

X

X

500

Table 4 - Test matrix
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550

X

600

X

650

X

700

X

750

X

X

800

850

This test matrix results in 144 operation point for each runner vane setting. Due to the nature of the
test rig the point of measurement cannot be achieved exactly, and a certain deviation from the
planned points occurred. Nevertheless, the amount of measure points is high enough to allow a little
deviation from the planned point.
The planned test points are first attempted by regulating the pumps in the laboratory. In most cases
this gives an operational point within acceptable limits, but if this is not the case the point can be
reached by partly closing the inlet valve for the rig.

5.3 Cavitation test
Parallel to the efficiency test there were qualitative checks for cavitation with a high speed camera
and for every operation point in the test matrix. Due to problems with the rig setup no cavitation was
possible to detect. See 6.5 for further information.

5.4 Runaway test
It was concluded to not correct for friction in the bearings for the runaway test. In practice, this
means that the turbine as a whole is tested and not just the runner vane. This was done due to the
inaccuracy of torque caused by the bearing, as well as the fact that this is a full size prototype with its
appurtenant bearings. Unfortunately, due to the problem with the upper bearing it was not possible
carry out the runaway tests. See 6.1 and 6.6 for further information.
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6 Results
It was only possible to carry out tests at setting 1 and 2 due to a problem with the test rig. When
testing at setting 3 was commenced strong cavitation in the pipe system occurred already for low
pressure heads, and at a pressure head of 2 meters the implosion of the gas bubbles were reaching
the turbine inlet. It was concluded to abort the test because the cavitation bubbles were assumed to
affect the turbines efficiency and therefore invalidate the test results.
In addition to other limiting concerns the range of the torque meter only extended to 200 Nm,
limiting the efficiency test to this maximum torque value. Due to this limitation the full range of
runner vane setting 2 was not possible to examine. In the following Figure 38 it can be seen that the
torque transducer is limiting the maximum head for setting 2 to about six metres.
Due to the problem with heating of the upper bearing the runaway test was not executable since the
rotational speed combined with the pressure would make the temperature exceed the permissible
limit.

6.1 The upper bearing
During testing a problem with the upper bearing was encountered. Especially during tests at high
load combined with high rotational speed the upper bearing showed a tendency to get very warm.
The tests were then immediately aborted and the lid covering the bearing was removed. It was then
concluded that the amount of grease in the bearing was not sufficient for lubrication, and more
grease was added. The bearing still showed extensive heat production after the re-greasing, and a
consultation with the designer revealed that the bearing was constructed for only five meter head. A
calculation done by master student Lars Fjærvold indicated that the bearing was dimensioned for the
forces applied, but this calculation does not take into consideration the eccentricity of 4 mm in the
shaft. This eccentricity can result in large unexpected forces, and therefore can be the reason for the
heat generation.
The grease used for lubrication has a temperature operational range between 0-230 degrees Celsius.
But after a discussion with the laboratory crew it was feared that temperatures above 60 degrees will
lead to too low viscosity and the grease will evacuate the bearing. As a direct consequence of this the
efficiency above pressure head of six meters and rotational speed above 850 rpm is not performed
due to concerns of failure of the bearing. The temperature was measured by a thermic camera with
unknown uncertainty. It was therefore concluded with aborting of the test if this camera showed
temperatures over 50 degrees, which was the case for loads over six meters pressure head combined
with a rotational speed of 850 rpm. This is due to that the temperature was measured on the outside
of the bearing casing, showing a lower temperature than the temperature in the bearing itself.
The following curves show the temperature at different pressure heads for a rotational speed of 750
rpm and constant pressure head of 2,5 metres at setting 2 of the runner vanes. Note that these
temperatures do not necessarily shows steady state temperatures, but the temperature on the
bearing casing when the efficiency tests were carried out. This was done to monitor the temperature
to avoid failure of the bearing.
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Bearing temperature - 750 rpm
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Figure 29 - Temperature readings at 750 rpm
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Figure 30 - Temperature readings at H=2,5±0,1 meters

Extensive noise from the bearing was also heard, especially with low runner speeds. The noise level
increased during the test period and the noise was heard at higher runner speed, which indicates
overloading of the bearing or lack of lubrication. It was also visually confirmed that there was
eccentricity in the shaft, which also have an important impact on the bearing load. This eccentricity
increased during the testing from 1mm to 4mm.
As can be seen from the previous figures the bearing temperature depends on both the rotational
speed and the pressure head, but the temperature shows a tendency to increase more with
increased rotational speed than pressure head. The eccentricity can explain the high dependence of
the rotational speed, but this must not be regarded as the hard truth since more testing is required
to prove this dependence.
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6.2 The self-grinding concept
To minimize the clearence between the runner blades and the housing the turbine is constructed to
be self-grinding. This means that the blades are not grinded with high accuracy to fit the housing
exactly, but just coarsely grinded. The final grinding is then done by the turbine itself during the first
hours of running. This is done due to the poor access to good tools in Afghanistan.
This gave certain problems during the first changes in runner vane setting. When changing to a
greater angle of the blades the torque needed for turning the turbine was greater than what the
generator was able to apply. Therefore, the first grinding had to be done by fastening an arm to the
shaft and manually turn it so that the generator could take over as can be seen in Figure 31.

Figure 31 - Manually grinding of the turbine

Also, during the grinding the runner blades were assumingly exposed to forces of such magnitude
that one blade was damaged. As one can see on Figure 32 a little piece of the trailing edge of one
blade has broken off. Another possible explanation for this damage can be fatigue, but due to the
limited hours which the turbine has been run this is less likely.

Figure 32 - Runner vane break-off
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6.3 Main characteristics
6.3.1 Clearence water
Water may leak from the seal near the upper bearing. Such leakage is regarded as a loss of efficiency
because the water is not utilized by the turbine to produce power, and measurements of this leakage
are of importance. The clearance water was measured at constant rotational speed at different
pressure heads, as well as constant pressure and different rotational speeds. This was done to point
out what parameters have the greatest influence of the leakage as well as how much it varies. The
measurements were done by filling a bucket in 60 seconds and weighing of the accumulated water.
Figure 33 shows clearence water for constant rotational speed of 750 rpm, while the same results are
given as a percentage of volume flow in Figure 34. The clearence water for constant pressure head of
2,5 meters is shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 33 - Clearence water for constant rotational speed of 750 rpm
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Figure 34 - Clearence water in per cent of volume flow at constant rotational speed of 750 rpm
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Clearence water - H=2,5 m
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Figure 35- Clearence water for constant pressure head 2,5±0,1 meters

From this it can be stated that the clearence water is not dependent on the angle of the runner
vanes, but from the pressure alone. Figure 35 shows that the amount of clearence water is not
dependent of the rotational speed, though it could be interpreted that the clearence water shows a
small dependence of runner vane setting. This difference is more likely due to measurement error
since the pressure can vary within ±0,1 meters. The same explanation can be given for the deviation
in Figure 33. It can therefore be concluded that the clearence water is dependent of the pressure
alone.
6.3.2 Volume flow
In Figure 36 measured values for volume flow are plotted against effective pressure head for
rotational speed of 490 rpm, together with the polynomial fitted curve. From the equation for this
curve volume flow for a given pressure head can be found. A comparison with the theoretical values
given by the producer is given in Table 5. The values for rotational speed of 490 rpm is not measured
directly, and the values presented here are produced by linear interpolation between the 450 rpm
and 500 rpm series.
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Q-He for 490 rpm
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Figure 36 - Volume flows - pressure head fitted curves

Pressure head [m]
1,5
2
3
4
6
8
10

Flow estimations
Runner vane setting 1
Runner vane setting 1
Given values
Measured values
0,09
0,120
0,11
0,129
0,13
0,145
0,15
0,160
0,18
0,185
0,21
0,207
0,23
0,227

Runner vane setting 2
Measured values
0,160
0,184
0,209
0,231
0,268
NaN
NaN

Table 5 - Comparison of given and measured flow rates

As seen in Table 5 the measured flow rates differ from the flow rates given from producer. This can
be explained by the manual adjustment of the runner vane angle. It can also be noted that the values
given from producer seem to satisfy the affinity laws for pumps, which is only an estimation of flow
rate since this assume no change in efficiency. This cannot be said to be a very accurate prediction of
the difference in flow rate for large changes in head, but rather an early phase prediction.
6.3.3 Torque and Power generation
The mechanical power generation and torque for 490 rpm are given in Figure 37 and Figure 38,
respectively. The values are not measured directly, but found by linear interpolation between 450
rpm and 500 rpm. The curves are polyfitted by use of the interpolation data, and the corresponding
equations are given in the figures.
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Figure 37 - Mechanical power at 490 rpm
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Figure 38 - Torque at 490 rpm
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6.3.4 Fluctuations in torque
During test the torque showed tendencies to fluctuate. The measuring equipment was checked and
the cables were grounded thoroughly, but still after this the torque measurements fluctuated. The
fluctuation and mean value are shown in Figure 39.
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Figure 39 - Torque fluctuations at 500rpm, He=2,3m, Setting 1

From the figure it can be seen that the torque vary with ±7,5 Nm around a mean value of about 43
Nm. A MatLab program developed by stud.tech. Anders Tørklep was used for analysis of the
frequency. This was done for several rotational speeds for both setting 1 and setting 2. The result
from these analyses was independent of which setting the blade pitch were set at, thus only the
results from the analysis for setting 1 is given here. The investigated rotational speeds were 300, 550,
750 and 850 rpm, and are shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40 - Frequency analysis for setting 1, 300rpm (upper left), 550rpm (upper right), 750rpm (bottom left) and 850rpm
(bottom right)

Several domination frequencies have been found, as can be seen in Figure 40. The frequency peaks
found for each reading are listed in Table 6.
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Rotational speed

300 rpm

550 rpm

750 rpm

850 rpm

Frequency
1 Hz
5 Hz
10 Hz
20 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
1 Hz
9 Hz
18 Hz
36 Hz
53 Hz
108 Hz
1 Hz
12Hz
50Hz
144 Hz
1 Hz
14Hz
53Hz
57Hz

Possible origin
No explanation found
Rotational frequency
2nd order rotational frequency
Blade frequency
Electric noise
No conclusive explanation found
No explanation found
Rotational frequency
2nd order rotational frequency
Blade frequency
Electric noise
No conclusive explanation found
No explanation found
Rotational frequency
Blade frequency and electric noise
No conclusive explanation found
No explanation found
Rotational frequency
Electric noise
Blade frequency

Table 6 – Frequency peaks for setting 1

6.3.4.1 Blade-passing frequency
The most likely frequencies to occur are attached the rotational speed, by some order. For this fourbladed turbine the most likely frequency to occur is every time a blade or a blade-pair passes a guide
vane, making a pressure pulsation. This pulsation will then have a frequency of four times the
frequency of the rotational speed. This frequency is listed for the different rotational speed in Table 7
Rotational speed

Blade-passing
frequency
20 Hz
33,3 Hz
50 Hz
56,7 Hz

300 rpm
500 rpm
750 rpm
850 rpm

Table 7 - Blade frequencies

These frequencies can be found in the graphs, especially for 750 and 850 rpm, thus it can be said
with a high degree of certainty that pressure pulsations occurs each time a blade pair passes the
guide vanes. For the 750 rpm the blade-passing frequency interferes with the electric noise, making
the amplitude higher than for this rotational speed than for 850 rpm.
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6.3.4.2 Rotational speed frequency
If the rotational speed frequency is investigated it is found a match in the lower region of frequency.
These frequencies are listed in Table 8.
Rotational speed
300 rpm
500 rpm
750 rpm
850 rpm

Rotational frequency
5 Hz
8,33 Hz
12,5 Hz
14,2 Hz

Table 8 - Rotational speed frequency

These frequencies are found in in the measurements, which may be the result of an eccentricity in
the bearing which most likely will cause a frequency equal to the rotational speed frequency. It may
also be a result from one turbine blade touching the turbine housing due to inaccurate machining
combined with insufficient grinding. Its origin can also be the result of several other things, and for
confirmation more tests should be performed.
The second order of the rotational frequency can also be seen for 300 and 550 rpm, explaining the 10
Hz and 19 Hz frequencies, respectively. Similar second order frequencies can be seen in the 750 and
850 rpm analysis as well, though not that distinct.
6.3.4.3 Electric noise
All the frequency analysis shows a certain peak around 50 Hz, though not very distinct. This is most
likely due to the electric noise from the generator. The generator is asynchronous, which normally
leads to a noise pattern like the ones seen in the analyses.
6.3.4.4 Unexplained frequencies
In addition to the frequencies explained above a very high frequency can be found in all analyses
except for 850 rpm. It can also be noted that the amplitude of these frequencies decreases as the
rotational speed increases, and thereby when the torque decreases. If these frequencies are
analysed further, it can be seen that this frequency always are equal to twelve times the rotational
speed frequency, or three times the blade passing frequency. It has not been found any natural
reason for why this is the case, but it can be concluded that the frequency are dependent on the
rotational frequency. One explanation could be that a pressure pulse arises every time a blade passes
one of the bars supporting the lower bearing, but this should not have such large influences on the
torque.
In addition to this a frequency with a value of under 1 Hz are found with quite significant amplitude,
which is has not been successfully explained. Its origin can be due to shifting in physical properties,
such as volume flow variations due to variations in the laboratory pump rotational speed, or that the
regulation of the generator struggles to keep the rotational speed constant. These possible
explanations could be some of many more possible explanations for this frequency, making a
conclusion of its origin impossible.
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6.3.5 Fluctuations in pressure and volume flow
Also the pressure and volume flow shows relatively large fluctuations of measurement as can be
seen from Figure 41 and Figure 42, though a certain frequency cannot be determined in the same
manner as for torque.
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Figure 41 - Pressure fluctuations at 500rpm, He=2,3m, Setting 1
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Figure 42 - Volume flow fluctuations at 500rpm, He=2,3m, Setting 1
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5,1

Figure 43 - Frequency analysis of pressure (left) and volume flow (right)

As can be seen in Figure 43 the fluctuations in neither pressure nor volume flow show any
dominating frequency. Still the extremal values differ significantly relative to the mean value,
indicating a fault in measurement equipment. This can especially be seen in Figure 41 where in one
point the pressure has been measured to -2,5 bar, which of course is unreasonable. Air bubbles in
the pressure transducer could to a certain degree explain some fluctuations in pressure, but since the
fluctuations occur every measurement series this is rather doubtful since the transducer were
ventilated between every shut down. Thorough removal of air from the pressure transducer was
done, but the same fluctuations occurred.
Also the volume flow shows extreme fluctuations, much more than what should be possible. At one
point the volume flow goes from 80 l/s to 200 l/s in a fraction of a second. This also indicates a fault
somewhere in the measuring system.
It must be concluded with erroneous measurement where such peaks as – 2,5 bar occurs, since this is
not possible. It is also highly unlikely that the volume flows of 80 and 200 l/s occurs within such short
time period. Due to the fact that these two measuring devices are independent it has to be
concluded that either both devices have malfunctioned or that there is a fault somewhere in the
logging card or in the analogue-digital conversion.
It may be noted that some correlation between the peaks in the pressure and the volume flow
analysis exists, indicating some physical occurrences leading resulting in some of the fluctuations.
However, this does not explain the extreme values in the measurements.
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6.4 Efficiency test
The efficiency hill diagrams have been based on the effective head and rotational speed. This is due
to the nature of the turbine, namely that all the characteristics are based on these two parameters.
The following figures, Figure 44 and Figure 46, show the hill charts for setting 1 and 2 respectively.
The efficiency – He curves, which the hill charts are based on, are shown in Figure 45 and Figure 47.
6.4.1

Runner vane setting 1

Figure 44 – He-n hill diagram for runner vane setting 1

From the hill chart for setting 1 it can be seen that not a sufficient part of the turbine operational
area is covered, especially in the low-head region. It has not been possible to cover the best point of
efficiency, though it may seem like it in the hill diagram. As can be seen in Figure 44, the best point
for a rotational speed of approximately 575 rpm and an effective pressure head of three meters
should not exist. This is further discussed in 7.2.
The highest efficiency measured is for 552 rpm with an effective pressure head of 2,25 meters. At the
point the efficiency is measured to be 76,4 %. It can be noted that the efficiency is still increasing as
the effective pressure head is decreasing, thus the maximum efficiency is not reached.
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Figure 45 - Efficiency–He curves for runner vane setting 1

6.4.2

Runner vane setting 2

Figure 46 – He-n hill diagram for runner vane setting 2

As can be seen in Figure 46 several peaks are found in the hill diagram. As for the hill chart for setting
1, one of the peaks should not exist. In Figure 47 it can be seen that a peak is not obtained for the
448 rpm series, and the maximum efficiency is not found. This is further discussed in 7.2. Two other
peaks are found, and are listed in Table 9.
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Rotational speed
600 rpm
750 rpm

Effective head
2,75 m
5,75 m

Efficiency
83,9%
83,5 %

Table 9 - Efficiency peaks for setting 2

Figure 47 - Efficiency–He curves for runner vane setting 2

6.5 Cavitation test
Test on cavitation was done, but was unfortunately non-successful. Both manually registration with
stroboscopic light and filming with a high speed camera was tried, but the plexiglass lid did not make
it possible to get sufficient lighting into the turbine. Both with the stroboscopic light and high speed
camera it was impossible to see the runner vanes. However, the flow past the support for the lower
bearing could be well seen. See Figure 48.

Figure 48 - Flow past the lower bearing support
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Air bubbles were observed in the flow at all loads, but it was not possible to determine where the air
bubbles come into being. At low loads the bubbles seem to come from the gap between the cone
and the bearing house. At high loads and/or high rotational speed the bubbles seemed to arise
further upstream, and the amount of air in the flow increased. This indicates a cavitation problem,
but no attempt of determining at which load and rotational speed combination the cavitation did
arise were made, due to the high inaccuracy in this estimate.
A great disturbance of the flow due to the support bars was also observed.

6.6 Runaway test
During the runaway test cavitation occurred in the rig piping system long before runaway speed was
achieved, already at the lowest possible head. Due to this extensive cavitation of the rig and the
known problems with the upper bearing led to cancelation of the runaway test.

6.7 Error analysis
The error analysis has been performed for the closest point to design point, more specific a
rotational speed of 500 rpm and an effective pressure head of about 2 meter for setting 2.
Quantity
Rotational speed
Height difference
Volume flow
Inlet pressure
Outlet pressure
Torque
Temperature
Specific energy
Total uncertainty

Uncertainty
e
± 0,31 s-1
± 2 mm
± 0,1976 l/s
± 266,8467 Pa
± 85,3384 Pa
± 0,7186 Nm
± 0,001 °C
Nan
± 1,6914 %

Relative uncertainty
f
± 0,0618 %
± 0,09311 %
± 0,1054 %
± 10,6843 %
± 2,0155 %
± 1,2516 %
± 0,005 %
± 1,721 %
± 2,132 %

Table 10 - Errors in measurement for 500rpm, He=2m, setting 2

If the same analysis is done for the best points found in 6.4 this results in a uncertainty for
approximately 1,58 % for both operational points.

The total error analysis is performed in Annex C.
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7 Discussion of results
7.1 Comparison of first and last measurement series
To check if there were any systematic errors that came into being or any drifting of the equipment
the first measurement series is repeated, being runner vane setting 1 and at a rotational speed of
300 rpm. The result is shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49- Comparison of first series and the repeated

As can be seen from this figure the first and the repeated series show the same shape, though a little
deviation in values. Especially the first few measurements deviates some from the first test series. It
can also be noted that the last test series shows an over-all higher efficiency than the first. This could
indicate a small drifting effect, but can also be explained by the manual setting of the runner vanes.
Figure 50 shows the volume flow plotted against the pressure head for the two series.
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Volume flow, 300rpm
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Figure 50 - Comparison of volume flow

As it can be seen from this figure the volume flow of the last test series is higher than the first. This
indicates that the runner vanes have an increased angle compared to the first time the tests were
conducted. This explains the deviation in efficiency seen in Figure 49. It can then be claimed that no
notable drifting effects or other errors have come into being during the tests.

7.2 Efficiency hill charts
As mentioned in 6.4 peaks in both the hill chart for setting 1 and 2 are found which should not exist.
This is due to the inaccuracy in the polyfit function used for the curve fitting of the measurement
series. Figure 51 shows comparison between the measured and polyfitted series for setting 1 and
rotational speeds of 530 rpm and 633 rpm. As can be seen from this figure the fourth order polyfit
reaches a false maximum point where the real value continues to increase, which leads to the false
peaks in the low pressure region of both the hill charts. The forth order polynomial curve fitting does
not work well with very straight lines, but it fits better for curved lines, as can be seen in Figure 51.
However, the fitted curve deviates from the measured curve in several places, adding error to the hill
chart. From this it has to be concluded that the polynomial function maybe is not the best curve
fitting for the measurements in this thesis, and a better suited curve fitting should be found.

Figure 51 - Comparison of polyfit and real curves (Left: 530 rpm, Right: 633 rpm)
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In the hill chart for setting 1 two peaks seem to have been found. If the uncertainty in the
measurement is to be regarded, it can be seen that the difference between to two peaks are lower
than the uncertainty. Hence, the peak for a rotational speed of 775 to 900 rpm can be a result of
measurement errors. From Figure 44 it can seem that the maximum efficiency will occur for
approximately two meter effective pressure head with a rotational speed of 530 rpm.
With runner vane setting 2 two real and one false peak are found. The peak in the low pressure head
area arise for the same reasons as for setting 1, thus the maximum efficiency is not found. It can be
discussed whether the peak at a rotational speed of 600 rpm arises due to uncertainty in the
measurement or not. The uncertainty at 500 rpm with a pressure head of two meters was calculated
to be 1,6914 %, thus the maximum difference caused by this error is 3,4%. In addition to this the
polyfit is not optimal for the curve shape in this area, making the uncertainty in the values even
larger. Based on this it can be concluded that the peak at 600 rpm may have arisen due to this
uncertainty. The same can be said for the peak in the high head and rotational speed area, but since
an uncertainty analysis have not been carried out in the high rotational speed area a certain
conclusion is impossible. However it can be reasoned from the uncertainty analysis for 500 rpm that
the uncertainty will increase with increased pressure. Hence, the peak in the high rotational speed
area differs from its surroundings with less than two times the uncertainty.
It has to be concluded that the uncertainty is unreasonably high, especially for setting 2, making
additional testing required.

7.3 Error in measurements
The error analysis shows very high uncertainties in the experiments, which is mainly due to the high
uncertainty in pressure. This uncertainty mainly arises due to the fluctuations in the measurement as
mentioned in 6.3.5. The uncertainty becomes more influential with higher pressure, since the
pressure in the low head region is not the most dominating physical parameter. If Equation 30 and
Equation 35 is regarded it can be seen that a higher pressure will lead to a higher total uncertainty
for the pressure if the relative uncertainty is kept constant. This will further lead to higher
uncertainty for the specific energy. However, the relative uncertainty will not be constant over the
whole pressure range, but decrease with increasing pressure as can be seen on the uncertainty band
in the calibration report. But the reduction will be in the systematic part of the uncertainty, which
will have very little effect on the total uncertainty for the pressure due to the extreme random
uncertainty.
Another large source of uncertainty is the torque. This uncertainty can be traced back to high
uncertainty in the calibration, which is a result of hysteresis.
The outlet pressure also shows a large uncertainty, and the pressure should be measured by a
differential pressure transducer.
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8 Conclusion
The turbine shows fairly good efficiencies for its simple design. However, the problems with the
fluctuations in torque must be said to most likely originate from the turbine. This fluctuation can
originate from the three bars supporting the lower bearing, making a pressure pulse each time a
blade passes a bar.
The efficiency measurements were done according to the IEC standards for model testing, but it has
not been possible to obtain uncertainties within the acceptable limits. This is mainly due to the
extreme uncertainties in the pressure transducer. In addition to this the rig is poorly dimensioned for
the flow rates in question. The 200 mm pipes are too small, resulting in very high fluid velocities. The
high velocities lead to cavitation, which especially has been a problem in the pipe bends. For setting
3, as well as for high heads for setting 2, the cavitation reached the turbine inlet making this the main
reason for cancelling of the efficiency tests for the settings in question. Several modifications are
necessary to be able to measure the whole turbine range, which is further discussed in section 9.1.
The bearing calculations performed by master student Lars Fjærvold showed that the bearings were
dimensioned for the force applied. Despite of this the top bearing was overheated, which may
originate from the eccentricity of the shaft. The 90 degree bend on the turbine may also lead to
uneven velocity field, which will result in a horizontal force on the turbine. This may increase the load
on the bearings compared to the ideal case. Further investigation of the flow through the bend is
recommended, and a full CFD analysis of the flow through the bend and the guide vanes should also
be performed. This will also make it easier to detect the source of the cavitation mentioned in
section 6.5.
The self-grinding concept most likely resulted in break-off of the tip of one of the blades. Changing to
higher settings during run-in is also made difficult due to the high friction between the blades and
the turbine housing. This grinding concept did not lead to small clearances between the blade and
housing as can be seen in Figure 32. It is therefore recommended to grind the blades before
assembling the turbine.
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9 Further work
The high uncertainty for the measurements in this thesis necessitates more tests to be carried out
after improvement of several aspects. Especially the rig must be significantly improved, see 9.1.

9.1 The rig setup
The rig setup must undergo some changes before new tests are carried out. Especially the pipe
diameter in from the pressure tank to the turbine must be increased from 200 mm to at least 300
mm. This will significantly decrease the fluid velocity in the pipes, lowering the risks of cavitation.
This will make it possible to test for setting 3 and 4 as well as the whole range of setting 2, provided
that the torque does not exceed the limit of the torque transducer.
The two 90 degree bends should also be examined, since this was the source of cavitation during the
tests. If an increase of pipe diameter is done it will increase the cavitation-free range of the rig, thus
make an extended range of tests possible. It is also preferable to move the bends further upstream if
possible or extend the length from the last bend to the turbine inlet, and thereby decrease the
possibility of cavitation bubbles to reach the turbine runner.
The torque transducer should be replaced with a transducer with higher torque capacity. The main
reason for not testing the entire range of setting 2 was that the upper limit of torque was reached.
Also the pressure should be measured by a differential pressure transducer, decreasing the
uncertainty in pressure.
To be able to do measurements at lower effective heads than 2 meters, the turbine should be
submerged. By applying pressure behind the turbine the effective pressure head will decrease for the
same pressure head at the turbine inlet. If a regulative outlet pressure tank is to be made cavitation
could be proven by testing the turbine for constant head and by vary the Thoma number. This can be
done by varying the pressure in the outlet tank. A better control over the pressure will also be a
result of this.

9.2 The upper bearing
The upper bearing should be examined further for heat generation. The eccentricity should be tried
to corrected, and new temperature readings carried out. If the heat generation still exceeds the
recommended maximum value a new bearing should be fitted. The bearing housing must most likely
be modified for fitting of a new bearing.

9.3 Fluctuations
9.3.1 Torque fluctuations
The torque fluctuations most likely originate from the turbine, and it is recommended to perform
measurements of pressure pulsations in the turbine housing. By doing this the existence of pressure
pulsations due to the supporting bars can be proven or disproven. A CFD analysis of the turbine bend
and the guide vanes should also be carried out to rule out any flow separation.
9.3.2 Pressure and volume flow fluctuations
Two independent measuring devices show extreme fluctuations beyond physical explanations,
indicating a fault in the data system. Manual measurements with a voltmeter indicate the same
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fluctuations, eliminating fault in the LabView program. Special care should be taken when examining
the LabView logging card and the electronic wiring. It can also be wise to check the cables for
electronic noise, both with and without the generator running. By doing this electronic noise from
the commutator transformer for the generator could either be proved or disproved. If none of these
actions reduce the problem future measurements should be done with other measurement devices.

9.4 Cavitation test
If the cavitation is to be proven by visual confirmation a larger opening should be constructed to let
more light into the turbine. A new opening should also be fitted closer to the runner vane. In addition
to this it should be checked for cavitation in guide vanes and the flow improver in the turbine bend.
The CDF analysis mentioned in 9.3.1 will also discover for which flow rates cavitation will occur.
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Annex A: Sample calculation of efficiency
In this sample calculation an efficiency at a rotational speed of 750 rpm and a pressure head of about
2,5 meters for runner vane setting 1 are chosen.
The directly averaged measured values obtained from the program are the following.
Pressure head, h1:
Torque, T:
Volume flow, Q:
Rotational speed, n:
Pambient:
T:

2,463086
76,149124
189,999723
750,331425
102,12
20,21

[m]
[Nm]
[l/s]
[min-1]
[kPa]
[⁰C]

=

24154,6223

[Pa]

=

0,189999723

[m3/s]

=

102120

[Pa]

Given parameters:
Height difference between water surface and draft tube outlet are measured to be 0,405 meters.
The height difference between inlet and outlet, z1-z2, is measured to be 2,148 meters.
The acceleration of gravity, g, is given to be 9,82146514 m/s2.
Diameters for inlet and outlet are 400 mm and 596 mm, respectively.
Areas for the inlet and outlet are found as follows.
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Density of water are found by Equation 41.
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As given in section 4.2.2 the outlet pressure is given by Equation 40.
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The effective pressure head is found by Equation 22.
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Mechanical power to the shaft is then found by Equation 18.
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The hydraulic power is found by combining Equation 19 and Equation 20.
(

)
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]

[ ]

[

]

[ ]

[ ]
The efficiency is then given by Equation 16.
[ ]
[ ]
3

ρ [kg/m ]
He [m]
Pm [W]
η [%]

Manually calculated
998,209918
4,3229
5983,38
74,3053

Calculated in program
998,209922
4,322466
5983,389
74,387212

Deviation
-4 x 10-6
4,434 x 10-4
-9 x 10-3
-0,0819

The deviation in efficiency can be explained by round off done in the manual calculation while the
program calculates with 9-digits accuracy.
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Annex B: Calibration reports
B1: Calibration of the pressure transducer
CALIBRATION REPORT
CALIBRATION PROPERTIES

Calibrated by: Remi André Stople
Type/Producer: Druck PTX 1400
SN: Z00227/07
Range: 0-4 bar g
Unit: bar g
CALIBRATION SOURCE PROPERTIES

Type/Producer: Druck DPI 601
SN: Uncertainty [%]: 0,01
POLY FIT EQUATION:

Y= -999.01794012E-3X^0 + 500.28151634E-3X^1
CALIBRATION SUMARY:

Max Uncertainty : 0.837284 [%]
Max Uncertainty : 0.000189 [bar g]
RSQ
: 0.999999
Calibration points : 37

Figure 52 - Calibration chart (The uncertainty band is multiplied by 150 )
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CALIBRATION
VALUESValue

Voltage [V]

[bar g]
0.020000
0.041000
0.060000
0.080000
0.100000
0.120000
0.140000
0.161000
0.180000
0.200000
0.250000
0.300000
0.350000
0.400000
0.449000
0.501000
0.550000
0.600000
0.650000
0.700000
0.750000
0.800000
0.820000
0.840000
0.860000
0.880000
0.900000
0.920000
0.940000
0.960000
0.980000
0.999000
1.020000
1.040000
1.060000
1.080000
1.100000

Best Poly Fit Deviation
[bar g]
[bar g]

Uncertainty
[%]

Uncertainty
[bar g]

2.037372
2.078004
2.116075
2.155628
2.196224
2.237098
2.276441
2.319024
2.356898
2.397896
2.496808
2.597481
2.697051
2.796616
2.894809
2.997955
3.096235
3.195993
3.296806
3.395519
3.496163
3.596134
3.635903
3.676856
3.715379
3.755681
3.795988
3.835699
3.875976
3.916669
3.955765
3.994152
4.034591
4.075705
4.115461
4.155641
4.195495

0.020242
0.040569
0.059615
0.079403
0.099712
0.120161
0.139843
0.161147
0.180094
0.200605
0.250089
0.300454
0.350267
0.400077
0.449201
0.500804
0.549971
0.599878
0.650313
0.699697
0.750048
0.800061
0.819957
0.840445
0.859717
0.879880
0.900044
0.919911
0.940061
0.960419
0.979978
0.999182
1.019413
1.039982
1.059871
1.079973
1.099911

0.837284
0.398230
0.265707
0.194368
0.151557
0.123050
0.102859
0.087052
0.076068
0.066751
0.050335
0.039451
0.032351
0.027185
0.023731
0.020863
0.018401
0.018059
0.017224
0.016760
0.016477
0.016396
0.016386
0.016414
0.016433
0.016459
0.016503
0.016562
0.016011
0.016706
0.015872
0.015458
0.016178
0.016971
0.017056
0.016984
0.017197

0.000167
0.000163
0.000159
0.000155
0.000152
0.000148
0.000144
0.000140
0.000137
0.000134
0.000126
0.000118
0.000113
0.000109
0.000107
0.000105
0.000101
0.000108
0.000112
0.000117
0.000124
0.000131
0.000134
0.000138
0.000141
0.000145
0.000149
0.000152
0.000151
0.000160
0.000156
0.000154
0.000165
0.000177
0.000181
0.000183
0.000189

-0.000242
0.000431
0.000385
0.000597
0.000288
-0.000161
0.000157
-0.000147
-0.000094
-0.000605
-0.000089
-0.000454
-0.000267
-0.000077
-0.000201
0.000196
0.000029
0.000122
-0.000313
0.000303
-0.000048
-0.000061
0.000043
-0.000445
0.000283
0.000120
-0.000044
0.000089
-0.000061
-0.000419
0.000022
-0.000182
0.000587
0.000018
0.000129
0.000027
0.000089
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B2: Calibration of the torque gauge
CALIBRATION REPORT
CALIBRATION PROPERTIES

Calibrated by: Remi André Stople
Type/Producer: T22/200NM
SN: V4364-3
Range: 0-200 Nm
Unit: Nm
CALIBRATION SOURCE PROPERTIES

Type/Producer: Deadweights
SN: Uncertainty [%]: 0
POLY FIT EQUATION:

Y= + 1.18875679E+0X^0 -40.47256213E+0X^1
CALIBRATION SUMARY:

Max Uncertainty : 3.134673 [%]
Max Uncertainty : 0.925574 [Nm]
RSQ
: 0.999469
Calibration points : 28

Figure 53 - Calibration chart (The uncertainty band is multiplied by 20 )

CALIBRATION VALUES

Value [Nm]

Voltage [V]

29.506137
39.322023

-0.697598
-0.927063

Best Poly Fit
[Nm]
29.422344
38.709386

Deviation
[Nm]
0.083793
0.612637
5

Uncertainty
[%]
3.132472
2.181250

Uncertainty
[Nm]
0.924272
0.857712

49.141284
58.961531
68.780167
78.600366
103.150300
127.694920
152.239210
162.056210
171.872310
181.689970
191.510880
201.320130
201.320130
191.510880
181.689970
171.872310
162.056210
152.239210
127.694920
103.150300
78.600366
68.780167
58.961531
49.141284
39.322023
29.506137

-1.173654
-1.409864
-1.657529
-1.902043
-2.506997
-3.098922
-3.701927
-3.954640
-4.196823
-4.437190
-4.617651
-4.875829
-4.950892
-4.727244
-4.507636
-4.271881
-4.031786
-3.791524
-3.166679
-2.544969
-1.922779
-1.689544
-1.437925
-1.188835
-0.941347
-0.695748

48.689540
58.249548
68.273218
78.169305
102.653336
126.610065
151.015230
161.243178
171.044921
180.773224
188.076920
198.526068
201.564060
192.512419
183.624329
174.082721
164.365474
154.641466
129.352350
104.190170
79.008554
69.568911
59.385258
49.303938
39.287468
29.347473

0.451744
0.711983
0.506949
0.431061
0.496964
1.084855
1.223980
0.813032
0.827389
0.916746
3.433960
2.794062
-0.243930
-1.001539
-1.934359
-2.210411
-2.309264
-2.402256
-1.657430
-1.039870
-0.408188
-0.788744
-0.423727
-0.162654
0.034555
0.158664
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1.606597
1.235138
0.973467
0.787094
0.519086
0.417186
0.401435
0.408801
0.418339
0.429651
0.433284
0.448794
0.459752
0.449321
0.440058
0.429225
0.419470
0.412721
0.421142
0.516460
0.782114
0.963144
1.223328
1.598337
2.171092
3.134673

0.789503
0.728256
0.669552
0.618659
0.535439
0.532725
0.611142
0.662487
0.719009
0.780632
0.829786
0.903512
0.925574
0.860499
0.799542
0.737718
0.679777
0.628323
0.537777
0.532730
0.614745
0.662452
0.721293
0.785443
0.853717
0.924921

Annex C: Error Analysis
All errors claimed calculated in this annex is calculated by a MatLab program developed by master
student Lars Fjærvold. All quantities mentioned in section 3.5, but not used in the calculations are
neglected.
The error analysis is performed for an operational point as close to design point as possible. In these
tests the closest operational point is a rotational speed of 500 rpm and an effective pressure head of
about 2 meters for setting 2. The closest measuring point is then H1= 0,254680 m. This pressure does
not include the pressure transducer offset of 0,0465 m. The real inlet pressure is then 0,20818 m.

Trip meter
Systematic uncertainty is determined to be ±0,05%. During the test the random error was calculated
to be ±0,0363%. This results in the following total uncertainty.
√

Height difference
The height difference between the inlet and outlet were measured by a measuring tape and a level.
The centre of the inlet pipe was found by measuring the height from the floor to the lowest point on
the pipe, and the pipe radius were added to this. The bracket for the pressure transducer was then
welded on the rig frame at the exact height of the pipe centre. The height difference was then
measured by measuring tape directly from the draft tube outlet to the bracket by using a level to
displace the height of the bracket.
The uncertainty of a reading from measuring tape is assumed to be equal to half the smallest unit,
thus the uncertainty for one reading is equal to 0,5 mm. To place the bracket, two readings were
necessary, resulting in an total error of 1 mm. To measure the height difference one reading was
necessary, but the distance was measured by a ruler. This means that an uncertainty of 0,5 mm have
to be applied for both ends, and the total error then becomes 2 mm. With a measured height
difference of 2148 mm, the relative uncertainty becomes as follows.
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Volume flow meter
Systematic uncertainties
Uncertainty
type

Uncertainty

Comments

±0,05043%

Found by Pål Tore Storli
(10)

±0%

Neglectable (6)

fQ,divider

Systematic uncertainty of the
divider

±0,050555%

Found by Pål Tore Storli
for a flow rate of 200 l/s
(10)

fQ,ρ

Systematic uncertainty of the
water density

±0,01%

IEC (6)

fQ,weight
fQ,time

Description
Systematic uncertainty in the
weight cells
Systematic uncertainty in the time
measurement

√
In addition to this a systematic error for the regression occurs. This is calculated to be 0,03404 %.
Random uncertainties
Uncertainty
type

Description

Uncertainty

fQ,weight

Random uncertainty in the weight
cells

±0,00072%

fQ,divider

Random uncertainty of the divider

±0,056532%

Comments
Found by Pål Tore Storli
(10)
Found by Pål Tore Storli
for a flow rate of 200 l/s
(10)

√
√
Random errors in the measurement was calculated to be ±0,0394%. The total errors then results in
the following, including both calibration errors and random errors in measurement then becomes as
follows.
√

Pressure transducer
The uncertainty in the calibration was calculated by the calibration program directly. For 0,2 meter
pressure head the systematic uncertainty, fcal, is 0,066751%.The pressure transducer offset was
determined by measurement from the bracket. The bracket can be said to have an uncertainty of 1
mm in its placing. The measurement of the offset was done with a ruler, and the uncertainty is
estimated to 1 mm. The total uncertainty in the offset is then 2 mm. With a pressure head of 254,68
mm the offset uncertainty, fh,offset, is equal to 0,7853%.
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Systematic uncertainties
Uncertainty
type

Description

Uncertainty

Comments

fcal

Total uncertainty in the calibration

±0,066751%

Calculated by the
calibration program

fh,offset

Systematic uncertainty in the
pressure transducer offset

±0,7853%

Based on pressure head

With a measured pressure of 0,254680 meters, the total systematic uncertainty then results in the
following.
√
The random error was calculated to ±10,6552 %. This results then in the total relative uncertainty,
including random errors, as follows.
√
With a measured pressure of 2491,56 Pa the total uncertainty becomes as follows.

Torque transducer
Measured torque is 57,410138 Nm.
The length of the arm used in the calibration is found by measurement with a ruler. This
measurement is found with an error of ±1 mm. The total length was measured to be 500 mm,
resulting in a relative uncertainty of 0,2%
Systematic uncertainties
Uncertainty
type

Description

Uncertainty

Comments

fcal*

Random and regression error in
the calibration

±1,2351%

Calculated by the
calibration program,
closest value available

fh,arm
fh,weights

Systematic uncertainty in the
length of the arm
Uncertainty of weights and of the
weight bed

±0,2%
±0,0114%

With all weights applied

√
The random error during the tests, fr,T, was calculated to be ±0,0312%. This results in the total error
of the following.
√
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Thermometer
The thermometer has an uncertainty of ±0,001°C. During the tests the temperature was around 20°C,
resulting in a uncertainty, ff,temp, of ±0,005 %.

Specific energy
The outlet pressure is found by Equation 40, which is for convenience repeated here.
(

)

The uncertainty of the outlet pressure includes the uncertainty of;
Measurement of water level
Initial measurement of water level
Volume flow
Outlet area
Constant of gravity
The uncertainty of the constant of gravity can be regarded as neglectable.
The uncertainties in the inlet and outlet velocity are given as follows.
√

( )

The uncertainty in radii of the area is assumed to be equal to 0,1 mm. The radii at the inlet and outlet
are 100 and 298, respectively. This leads to the following uncertainties for velocity.
√

√

(

(

)

)

The water level during the test was measured with a float. The uncertainty of measurement of water
level during the test is estimated to be 2%. Uncertainty for the initial measurement is estimated to 1
mm. With an initial measurement of 500 mm, this result in a relative uncertainty of 0,2%.
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Uncertainties
Uncertainty
type
fWL
fWLi
fv

Description

Uncertainty

Uncertainty in measurement of
water level during the tests
Uncertainty in initial water level
measurement
Uncertainty of velocity

Comments

±2%
±0,2%
±0,1054%

Equal for v1 and v2
since uncertainty in
area is neglectible

The total error in outlet pressure is then as follows.
√

(

)

With a measured pressure of 4234,1192 Pa the total uncertainty results in the following.

The measured height difference between draft tube outlet and the water level was 0,43176 m.

Quantity
Inlet pressure,
p1
Outlet
pressure, p2
Inlet speed, v1
Outlet speed,
v2
Inlet height, z1

Summary necessary uncertainties
Relative
Description
uncertainty, f

Uncertainty, e

Uncertainty in inlet pressure

±10,6843%

±266,8467 Pa

Uncertainty in outlet pressure

±2,0155%

±85,3384 Pa

Uncertainty in inlet speed

±0,1054%

±0,00157 m/s

Uncertainty in outlet speed

±0,1054%

±0,00038 m/s

Uncertainty in measured height

±0,09311%

±2 mm

The error in the hydraulic energy is found by Equation 35. This equation is modified and repeated
here for convenience. For reference level z2 is chosen. The uncertainty in reference level is per
definition equal to zero.
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√
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Annex D: Overview of LabView programs
For the experiments done in this thesis three different LabView programs has been used.

Data acquisition program for experiments
A LabView program has been developed for data acquisition and calculations, which reads the
measured values with a given amount of readings per second and calculates different parameters
including efficiency.

Figure 54 - Front panel

In the front panel there water temperature, atmospheric pressure and height difference between
drat tube outlet and the water surface has to be given as inputs. From these inputs the density of
water and the outlet pressure can be calculated. In addition the values from the calibrations have to
be given, making the program able to translate the volt signals to physical values. The rate and
samples per channel is also a required input.

Figure 55 - Data acquisition and translation of volt signals
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The volt signals from the different devices are read by the DaqMX package in LabView and sent to a
calibration “for loop”. This loop treats each of all the signals and translates them into physical values.
The output from this is then sent to raw data storage and to the statistics “for loop” which calculates
the mean value and the standard deviation of the measurements.

Figure 56 - RPM subVI for readings of the rotational speed

To read the rotational speed a program make by Joar Grilstad and implemented with the help of
Bjørn Solemslie is used. This program reads the rotational speed and continuously delivers the last
read rpm value to the main program. This is done to avoid the delay this sub VI makes in the main
program. This delay is caused by the nature of the optical trip meter. The trip meter measures the
time between to pulses, hence the rate of readings is dependent on the rotational speed in contrary
to the main program which makes a certain number of readings per second. In Figure 57 the block
diagram for the sub VI can be seen.

Figure 57 - Block diagram for the RPM sub VI
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After the calibration “for loop” the values are sent to the calculation node. Some chosen values are
also displayed on the front panel. The calculation node does all the calculations in the program, and
all the calculated values are bundled together in a long array. The mean values of the calibrated
measured parameters are also added to this array. The array is then sent to mean value storage.

Figure 58 - Calculation node and front panel values

Figure 59 shows the raw data storage, mean value storage and rpm storage respectively from left to
right. The raw data storage creates a new file each time save is prompted. The mean value storage
checks if the file exists and creates it if it does not. If it exists the mean values are saved to the file
with new headlines. The rpm storage simply adds the new string of values to the already existing file,
or creates it if it does not exist.

Figure 59 – Storage

An attempt of direct calculation of the random errors was done as can be seen in Figure 60, though
not successful. The values obtained from this was not logical and due to the low importance of this
function combined with limited time, this calculation was not corrected.
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Figure 60 - Attempt of direct calculation of random errors

During the tests the calculated efficiency was plotted against the pressure head for each
measurement point. This was done to be able to detect any spurious errors during the tests. The
programming of this function can be seen in Figure 61. The data is collected from the array made
from the calculation node.

Figure 61 - Plotting of efficiency-head graph

Data acquisition program for volume flow calibration
For calibration of the volume flow meter a simple data acquisition program was made. This program
read data, calculates the mean value and saves both the raw data and the mean value data to two
different files. The random error of the measurement is also calculated and plotted on the front
panel.
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Figure 62 - Block diagram of the data acquisition program for the volume flow meter calibration

General calibration program
The general calibration program used in this thesis is developed by Håkon Hjort Francke and further
modified by Bjørn Solemslie. The requires the exact calibrated value as an input as well as the
systematic error of the calibration source, and calculates the calibration equation and the total error.
The result is then written to a report where all data is available. In addition to this the calibration line
with the appurtenant error envelope is displayed.
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Annex E: Overview of MatLab programs
Hill-diagram
clc
clear all
close all
%% Kjører importprogram for å hente inn alle data som ble logget under test
temp=rawdata_import;
% Finner størrelsen på rawdata filen for å kunne bestemme hvor mange filer
% som ble lest inn. Oppretter konstanter som benyttes senere
g = 9.82;
ops = length(temp);
%% Finner virkningsgraden til hvert enkelt målte punkt--------------------for i = 1:ops
select = temp{2,i};
num=size(select,1);
for j = 1:num
M(j,i) = select(j,3);
w(j,i) = (pi()*select(j,10))/30;
rho(j,i) = select(j,7);
he(j,i) = select(j,4)-0.0465;
Q(j,i) = select(j,1)/1000;
nhelp(j,i)=select(j,10);
efficiency(j,i) = ((M(j,i)*w(j,i))/(rho(j,i)*g*he(j,i)*Q(j,i)))*100;
end
end
%% Finner gjennomsnittlig turtall for hver enkelte måleserie--------------for k = 1:ops
select = temp{2,k};
num=size(select,1);
for l = 1:num
if nhelp(l,k) == 0
alskj = 1;
else
n2=nhelp(l,k);
end
end
n(k)=mean(n2);
end
%% Kjører en løkke for å finne en finere linje og for å få punkter mellom
%de målte verdiene
for i = 1:ops
select = temp{2,i};
num=size(efficiency,1);
for j = 1:num
if efficiency(j,i) == 0
A(j,i) = NaN;
B(j,i) = NaN;
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Lars(j,i) = NaN;
D(j,i) = 0;
E(j,i) = 0;
else
A(j,i) = Q(j,i);
B(j,i) = efficiency(j,i);
Lars(j,i) = he(j,i);
D(j,i) = Q(j,i);
E(j,i) = efficiency(j,i);
end

end
[p,h] = polyfit(D(:,i),E(:,i),4);
z=min(A(:,i)) : ((max(A(:,i))-min(A(:,i)))/24999) : max(A(:,i));

hill.etha(:,i) = polyval(p,z);
polys{i}=p;
hill.Q(:,i)=z;
hill.n(1:25000,i)=n(1,i);
i
end
%% Sorterer Hill-data
[hill.Q,i]=sort(hill.Q);
for u=1:25000
for v=1:11
n_temp(u,v)=hill.n(i(u,v),v);
etha_temp(u,v)=hill.etha(i(u,v),v);
end
end
hill.n=n_temp;
hill.etha=etha_temp;
%% Plotter hilldiagram
figure
grid on
[C,h]=contour(hill.n(1:100:end,:),hill.Q(1:100:end,:),
hill.etha(1:100:end,:),[50:5:65 67:2:71 72:1:75 75.1:0.5:82 82.1:0.2:84],
'linewidt',1.5);
grid on
xlabel('n [rpm]')
ylabel('Q [m^{3}/s]','rotation',90)
set(gca,'fontSize',12)
clabel(C,'fontsize',12)
figure
surf(hill.n(1:100:end,:),hill.Q(1:100:end,:),hill.etha(1:100:end,:))
xlabel('n [rpm]')
ylabel('Q [m^{3}/s]','rotation',90)
zlabel('{\eta} [%]')
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figure
hold on
farge={'b' 'k' 'r' 'g' 'm' 'y' '*-b' 's-k' '*-r' 'o-g' 's-b'};
for i=1:ops
plot(A(:,i),B(:,i),farge{i},'linewidt',1.5);
leg(i)={strcat('n=',num2str(n(i)),'rpm')};
end
xlabel('Q [m^{3}/s]')
ylabel('{\eta} [%]')
grid on
legend(leg,'orientation','horizontal','location','northoutside')

Uncertainty analysis
clc
%Leser inn filen---------------------------------------------------------S=xlsread('R19.xlsx');
format long
%Finner antall elementer i filen og gjennomsnittet av verdiene i filen---Num=size(S);
Num_col=Num(1,2);
Num_row=Num(1,1);
Avg=mean2(S);
n=numel(S);
y(1,1)=0;
%Finner standardavviket i hver fil---------------------------------------for i=1:Num_row
for j=1:Num_col
x(i,j)=(S(i,j)-Avg)^2;
%y(i+1,j+1)=y(i,j)+x(i,j)
end
end
y=sum(x);
z=sum(y);
s_y19=sqrt((z)/(n-1))
a=0.2;
t=1;
while a<0.5
if n>62
t=1.960;
a=1;
else
a=0;
end
end
e_y19=((t*s_y19)/sqrt(n))
f_y19=(e_y19/Avg)*100
xlswrite('ABC',e_y19,1,'B20')
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Annex F: Technical drawings of plexiglass lid
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Annex H: Risk assessment
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risikovurdering kaplanrigg

Prosedyre-HAZOP
Vurdering av operasjonell sikkerhet
Opplæringsplan for operatører
Uavhengig kontroll
Sluttvurdering, kvalitetssikring

Utstedelse av apparaturkort
Utstedelse av forsøk pågår kort

Tegninger, foto, beskrivelser av forsøksoppsetT
Vedlegg:
Prosess og Instrumenterings Diagram, (PID)
Skal inneholde alle komponenter i forsøksoppsetningen
Komponentliste med spesifikasjoner
Tegninger og bilder som beskriver forsøksoppsetningen.
Hvor oppholder operatør seg, hvor er gassflasker, avstegningsventiler for vann/luft.
Annen dokumentasjon som beskriver oppsett og virkemåte.

Evakuering fra forsøksoppsetningen
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.
Evakuering skjer på signal fra alarmklokker eller lokale gassalarmstasjon med egen lokal varsling med
lyd og lys utenfor aktuelle rom, se 6.2
Evakuering fra riggområdet foregår igjennom merkede nødutganger til møteplass, (hjørnet Gamle
Kjemi/Kjelhuset eller parkeringsplass 1a-b).
Aksjon på rigg ved evakuering: Trykke nødstopp for stopp av pumper og nødstopp for generator.

Varsling
Før forsøkskjøring
Varsling per e-post, med opplysning om forsøkskjøringens varighet og involverte til:


HMS koordinator NTNU/SINTEF
HaraldStein.S.Mahlum@sintef.no
Erik.langorgen@ntnu.no
Baard.brandaastro@ntnu.no



Prosjektledere på naborigger varsles for avklaring rundt bruk av avtrekksanlegget uten
fare eller forstyrrelser av noen art, se rigg matrise.

All forsøkskjøringen skal planlegges og legges inn i aktivitetskalender for lab. Forsøksleder må få
bekreftelse på at forsøkene er klarert med øvrig labdrift før forsøk kan iverksettes.

Ved uønskede hendelser
BRANN
Ved brann en ikke selv er i stand til å slukke med rimelige lokalt tilgjengelige slukkemidler, skal
nærmeste brannalarm utløses og arealet evakueres raskest mulig. En skal så være tilgjengelig for
brannvesen/bygningsvaktmester for å påvise brannsted.
Om mulig varsles så:

NTNU
Labsjef Morten Grønli, tlf: 918 97 515
HMS: Erik Langørgen, tlf: 91897160
Instituttleder: Olav Bolland: 91897209

GASSALARM

SINTEF

Ved gassalarm skal gassflasker stenges umiddelbart og området ventileres. Klarer man ikke innen
rimelig tid å få ned nivået på gasskonsentrasjonen så utløses brannalarm og laben evakueres.
Dedikert personell og eller brannvesen sjekker så lekkasjested for å fastslå om det er mulig å tette
lekkasje og lufte ut området på en forsvarlig måte.
Varslingsrekkefølge som i overstående punkt.

PERSONSKADE


Førstehjelpsutstyr i Brann/førstehjelpsstasjoner,



Rop på hjelp,



Start livreddende førstehjelp



Ring 113 hvis det er eller det er tvil om det er alvorlig skade.

ANDRE UØNSKEDE HENDELSER (AVVIK)
NTNU:
Rapporteringsskjema for uønskede hendelser på
http://www.ntnu.no/hms/2007_Nettsider/HMSRV0401_avvik.doc

Vurdering av teknisk sikkerhet
Fareidentifikasjon, HAZOP
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.
Forsøksoppsetningen deles inn i følgende noder:
Node 1

Rørsystem med pumpe

Node 2

Roterende turbin

Node 3

Generatoroppsett

Vedlegg, skjema: Hazop_mal

Vurdering:
Node1:
Rørelementer er eksternt levert og godkjent for aktuelt trykk
Node 2:
Roterende deler er for det meste ikke tilgjengelig. Roterende deler i friluft er lett synlig, og utenfor
normal arbeidssone.
Node 3:
Generatoroppsett er forsvarlig montert, vanskelig tilgjengelig fra gulv.

Brannfarlig, reaksjonsfarlig og trykksatt stoff og gass
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.
Inneholder forsøkene brannfarlig, reaksjonsfarlig og trykksatt stoff
Ja

Trykksatt vann

Vurdering: Arbeidsmedium er vann. Alle rør er levert av eksternt leverandør med prøvesertifikat.

Trykkpåkjent utstyr
Inneholder forsøksoppsetningen trykkpåkjent utstyr:
JA

Utstyret trykktestes i henhold til norm og dokumenteres.

Trykkutsatt utstyr skal trykktestes med driftstrykk gange faktor 1.4,for utstyr som har usertifiserte
sveiser er faktoren 1.8. Trykktesten skal dokumenteres skriftlig hvor fremgangsmåte framgår.
Vedlegg: Sertifikat for trykkpåkjent utstyr.
Vurdering:

Påvirkning av ytre miljø (utslipp til luft/vann, støy, temperatur, rystelser,
lukt)
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal..
NEI

Vurdering: Vil eksperimentene generere utslipp av røyk, gass, lukt eller unormalt avfall.?
Mengder/konsistens. Er det behov for utslippstillatelse, ekstraordinære tiltak?

Stråling
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.
NEI
Vedlegg:
Vurdering:

Bruk og behandling av kjemikalier
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.
NEI
Vedlegg:
Vurdering: Inneholder eksperimentene bruk og behandling av kjemikalier Hvilke og hvilke mengder?
Hvordan skal dette avhendes, oppbevares?, risikovurder i henhold til sikkerhetsdatablad Er det behov
for beskyttelses tiltak tillegges disse i operasjonell prosedyre.

El sikkerhet (behov for å avvike fra gjeldende forskrifter og normer)
NEI
Her forstås montasje og bruk i forhold til normer og forskrifter med tanke på berøringsfare
Vedlegg:
Vurdering:

Vurdering av operasjonell sikkerhet
Sikrer at etablerte prosedyrer dekker alle identifiserte risikoforhold som må håndteres gjennom
operasjonelle barrierer og at operatører og teknisk utførende har tilstrekkelig kompetanse.

Prosedyre HAZOP
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.

Metoden er en undersøkelse av operasjonsprosedyrer, og identifiserer årsaker og farekilder for
operasjonelle problemer.
Vedlegg: HAZOP_MAL_Prosedyre
Vurdering:

Drifts og nødstopps prosedyre
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapport mal.
Driftsprosedyren er en sjekkliste som skal fylles ut for hvert forsøk.
Nødstopp prosedyren skal sette forsøksoppsetningen i en harmløs tilstand ved uforutsette
hendelser.
Vedlegg ”Procedure for running experiments

Opplæring av operatører
Dokument som viser Opplæringsplan for operatører utarbeides for alle forøksoppsetninger.
 Kjøring av pumpesystem
 Bruk av LabVIEW-program
 Kjøring av generator
Vedlegg: Opplæringsplan for operatører

Tekniske modifikasjoner
Vurdering: Modifikasjoner gjøres i samråd med Torbjørn Nielsen, Bård Brandåstrø og Anders
Austegård

Personlig verneutstyr
Vurdering: Vernebriller påkrevd

Generelt
Vurdering: Alle forsøk kjøres med operatør til stede.

Sikkerhetsutrustning
Vernebriller

Spesielle tiltak

Tallfesting av RESTRISIKO – RISIKOMATRISE
Se kapittel 14 ”Veiledning til rapportmal.

Risikomatrisen vil gi en visualisering og en samlet oversikt over aktivitetens risikoforhold slik
at ledelse og brukere får et mest mulig komplett bilde av risikoforhold.

IDnr

Aktivitet-hendelse

Frekv-Sans

Kons

RV

1

Roterende aksling

2

B

B2

2

Fremmedelementer i vannet

1

A

A1

3

Rørbrudd

1

A

A1

Vurdering restrisiko: Deltakerne foretar en helhetsvurdering for å avgjøre om gjenværende risiko
ved aktiviteten/prosessen er akseptabel. Avsperring og kjøring utenom arbeidstid

Konklusjon
Riggen er bygget til god laboratorium praksis (GLP).

Hvilke tekniske endringer eller endringer av driftsparametere vil kreve ny risikovurdering.

Annet medium, trykk, mekaniske inngrep

Apparaturkortet får en gyldighet på XX måneder
Forsøk pågår kort får en gyldighet på XX måneder

Lover Forskrifter og Pålegg som gjelder
Se http://www.arbeidstilsynet.no/regelverk/index.html


Lov om tilsyn med elektriske anlegg og elektrisk utstyr (1929)



Arbeidsmiljøloven



Forskrift om systematisk helse-, miljø- og sikkerhetsarbeid (HMS Internkontrollforskrift)



Forskrift om sikkerhet ved arbeid og drift av elektriske anlegg (FSE 2006)



Forskrift om elektriske forsyningsanlegg (FEF 2006)



Forskrift om utstyr og sikkerhetssystem til bruk i eksplosjonsfarlig område NEK 420



Forskrift om håndtering av brannfarlig, reaksjonsfarlig og trykksatt stoff samt utstyr og anlegg
som benyttes ved håndteringen



Forskrift om Håndtering av eksplosjonsfarlig stoff



Forskrift om bruk av arbeidsutstyr.



Forskrift om Arbeidsplasser og arbeidslokaler



Forskrift om Bruk av personlig verneutstyr på arbeidsplassen



Forskrift om Helse og sikkerhet i eksplosjonsfarlige atmosfærer



Forskrift om Høytrykksspyling



Forskrift om Maskiner



Forskrift om Sikkerhetsskilting og signalgivning på arbeidsplassen



Forskrift om Stillaser, stiger og arbeid på tak m.m.



Forskrift om Sveising, termisk skjæring, termisk sprøyting, kullbuemeisling, lodding og sliping
(varmt arbeid)



Forskrift om Tekniske innretninger



Forskrift om Tungt og ensformig arbeid



Forskrift om Vern mot eksponering for kjemikalier på arbeidsplassen (Kjemikalieforskriften)



Forskrift om Vern mot kunstig optisk stråling på arbeidsplassen



Forskrift om Vern mot mekaniske vibrasjoner



Forskrift om Vern mot støy på arbeidsplassen

Veiledninger fra arbeidstilsynet
se: http://www.arbeidstilsynet.no/regelverk/veiledninger.html
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 Vedlegg A HAZOP MAL
Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

No flow

None

Reverse flow

None

More flow

Too high pump
speed

None

Reduce pump speed

1

Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

Less flow

Too low pump
speed

Increase pump
speed

None

More level

Less level

2

Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

More pressure

Too high pump
speed

-Turbine can be
overloaded
- Safety valve can
be opened

Emergency shut
down

Less pressure

Fault in system

None

Check system

Abnormal
operation

Fault in system

None

Check system

3

Reduce pump speed

Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

Project:

Page

Node: 2

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

#

Recommendations

Action

Date
Sign

4

Project:

Page

Node: 2

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

No flow

None

Reverse flow

None

More flow

Too high pump
speed

-Load may be too
high
-Cavitation may
occur

Reduce pump speed

5

Project:

Page

Node: 2

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

Less flow

Too low pump
speed

Increase pump
speed

None

More level

Less level

6

Project:

Page

Node: 2

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

More pressure

Too high pump
speed

-Turbine can be
overloaded

Emergency shut
down button

Less pressure

Fault in system

None

Check system

Abnormal
operation

Fault in system

None

Check system

7

Reduce pump speed

Project:

Page

Node: 3

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

Recommendations

Action

#

Date
Sign

Abnormal
operation

Fault in system

None

Loss of connection
to the electrical
grid

Turbine goes to
runaway speed

Turbine can be
overloaded

Check system

Emergency shut
down switch

8

Check system



Vedlegg B Prøvesertifikat for lokal trykktesting

Trykktesten skal utføres I følge NS-EN 13445 del 5 (Inspeksjon og prøving).
Se også prosedyre for trykktesting gjeldende for VATL lab

Trykkpåkjent utstyr:

Benyttes i rigg:

……………………….

………………………………………….

Design trykk for utstyr:

…………………..bara

Maksimum tillatt trykk:

…………………..bara

(i.e. burst pressure om kjent)

Maksimum driftstrykk i denne rigg:

…………………..bara

Prøvetrykket skal fastlegges i følge standarden og med hensyn til maksimum
tillatt trykk.

Prøvetrykk: ……………..bara

(………. x maksimum driftstrykk)
I følge standard

Test medium:

1

Temperatur:

Start:

°C

Tid:

Trykk:

Slutt:

bara

Tid:

Trykk:

bara

Eventuelle repetisjoner fra atm. trykk til maksimum prøvetrykk:…………….
Test trykket, dato for testing og maksimum tillatt driftstrykk skal markers på
(skilt eller innslått)

Sted og dato

Signatur

2

Vedlegg F HAZOP MAL Prosedyre



Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Uklar

Prosedyre er laget
for ambisiøs eller
preget av forvirring

Trinn på feil
plass

Prosedyren vil lede
til at handlinger blir
gjennomført i feil
mønster/rekkefølge

Feil handling

Prosedyrens
handling er feil
spesifisert

Uriktig

Informasjon som er
gitt i forkant av

Consequences

Safeguards

#

1

Rec#

Recommendations

Action

Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

informasjon

handling er feil
spesifisert

Trinn utelatt

Manglende trinn,
eller trinn krever for
mye av operatør

Trinn mislykket

Trinn har stor
sannsynlighet for å
mislykkes

Påvirkning og
effekter fra
andre

Prosedyrens
prestasjoner vil
trolig bli påvirket av
andre kilder

Consequences

Safeguards

#

2

Rec#

Recommendations

Action

Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

#

3

Rec#

Recommendations

Action

Project:

Page

Node: 1

Ref

Guideword

Causes

Consequences

Safeguards

#

4

Rec#

Recommendations

Action
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Vedlegg G Forsøksprosedyre
Date/
Sign

Experiment, name, number:
Test av Kaplanturbin
Project Leader:
Torbjørn Nielsen
Experiment Leader:
Lars Fjærvold and Remi André Stople
Operator, Duties:
Lars Fjærvold: Operation of the rig
Remi André Stople: Operation of the rig

Conditions for the experiment:

Completed

Experiments should be run in normal working hours, 08:00-16:00 during winter time
and 08.00-15.00 during summer time.
Experiments outside normal working hours shall be approved.
One person must always be present while running experiments, and should be
approved as an experimental leader.
An early warning is given according to the lab rules, and accepted by authorized
personnel.
Be sure that everyone taking part of the experiment is wearing the necessary
protecting equipment and is aware of the shut down procedure and escape routes.
Preparations

Carried out

Post the “Experiment in progress” sign.
Start LabVIEW-program and generator
Run the generator to 100rpm

1

Start up pump
Adjust pump and generator to wanted operation point
During the experiment
Log data with designated LabVIEW program

End of experiment
Decrease generator and pump speed stepwise to 100 rpm
Shut down pump, then the generator

Remove all obstructions/barriers/signs around the experiment.
Tidy up and return all tools and equipment.
Tidy and cleanup work areas.
Return equipment and systems back to their normal operation settings
(fire alarm)
To reflect on before the next experiment and experience useful for others
Was the experiment completed as planned and on scheduled in professional terms?
Was the competence which was needed for security and completion of the
experiment available to you?
Do you have any information/ knowledge from the experiment that you should
document and share with fellow colleagues?
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Vedlegg H Opplæringsplan for opperatører
Date/
Sign

Experiment, name, number:
Test av Kaplanturbin
Project Leader:
Torbjørn Nielsen
Experiment Leader:
Lars Fjærvold og Remi André Stople
Operator
Lars Fjærvold
Remi André Stople

Kjennskap til EPT LAB generelt
Lab
- adgang
-rutiner/regler
-arbeidstid
Kjenner til evakueringsprosedyrer
Aktivitetskalender

Kjennskap til forsøkene
Prosedyrer for forsøkene
Nødstopp

3

Nærmeste brann/førstehjelpsstasjon

4

1

Vedlegg I Skjema for sikker jobb analyse

SJA tittel:
Dato:

Sted:

Kryss av for utfylt sjekkliste:

Deltakere:

SJA-ansvarlig:

Arbeidsbeskrivelse: (Hva og hvordan?)

Risiko forbundet med arbeidet:

Beskyttelse/sikring: (tiltaksplan, se neste side)

5

Konklusjon/kommentar:

Anbefaling/godkjenning:

Dato/Signatur:

Anbefaling/godkjenning:

SJA-ansvarlig:

Områdeansvarlig:

Ansvarlig for utføring:

Annen (stilling):

HMS aspekt

Ja

Nei Ikke
Kommentar / tiltak
aktuelt

Dokumentasjon, erfaring,
kompetanse
Kjent arbeidsoperasjon?
Kjennskap til erfaringer/uønskede
hendelser fra tilsvarende operasjoner?
Nødvendig personell?
Kommunikasjon og koordinering
Mulig konflikt med andre
operasjoner?
Håndtering av en evnt. hendelse
(alarm, evakuering)?
Behov for ekstra vakt?
Arbeidsstedet
Uvante arbeidsstillinger?
Arbeid i tanker, kummer el.lignende?
Arbeid i grøfter eller sjakter?
Rent og ryddig?
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Dato/Signatur:

Ansv.

Verneutstyr ut over det personlige?
Vær, vind, sikt, belysning, ventilasjon?
Bruk av stillaser/lift/seler/stropper?
Arbeid i høyden?
Ioniserende stråling?
Rømningsveier OK?
Kjemiske farer
Bruk av helseskadelige/giftige/etsende
kjemikalier?
Bruk av brannfarlige eller
eksplosjonsfarlige kjemikalier?
Må kjemikaliene godkjennes?
Biologisk materiale?
Støv/asbest?
Mekaniske farer
Stabilitet/styrke/spenning?
Klem/kutt/slag?
Støy/trykk/temperatur?
Behandling av avfall?
Behov for spesialverktøy?
Elektriske farer
Strøm/spenning/over 1000V?
Støt/krypstrøm?
Tap av strømtilførsel?
Området
Behov for befaring?
Merking/skilting/avsperring?
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Miljømessige konsekvenser?
Sentrale fysiske sikkerhetssystemer
Arbeid på sikkerhetssystemer?
Frakobling av sikkerhetssystemer?
Annet

8
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Vedlegg J

Apparaturkort UnitCard
Apparatur/unit

Dette kortet SKAL henges godt synlig på apparaturen!This card MUST be posted on a visible place on the unit!
Faglig Ansvarlig (Scientific Responsible)

Telefon mobil/privat (Phone no. mobile/private)

Torbjørn Nielsen
Apparaturansvarlig (Unit Responsible)

Telefon mobil/privat (Phone no. mobile/private)

Bård Brandastrø
Sikkerhetsrisikoer (Safety hazards)
Rotating equipment

Sikkerhetsregler (Safety rules)
Use safety googles

Nødstopp prosedyre (Emergency shutdown)

9

Push emergency stop button
Stop generator by turning the emergency switch on the panel

Her finner du (Here you will find):
Prosedyrer (Procedures)
Bruksanvisning (Users manual)

Nærmeste (nearest)
Brannslukningsapparat (fire extinguisher)

Main entrance

Førstehjelpsskap (first aid cabinet)

Main entrance

NTNU

SINTEF Energi

Institutt for energi og prosessteknikk

Avdeling energiprosesser

Dato

Dato

Signert

Signert
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Vedlegg K Forsøk pågår kort

Forsøk pågår!
Experiment in progress!
Dette kort skal settes opp før forsøk kan påbegynnes This card has to be posted before an experiment can start
Ansvarlig / Responsible

Telefon jobb/mobil/hjemme

Lars Fjærvold/Remi André Stople

90863846/48496748

Operatører/Operators

Forsøksperiode/Experiment time(start – slutt)

Lars Fjærvold/Remi André Stople

1.okt 2011 – 1.feb 2012

Prosjektleder
Torbjørn Nielsen

Prosjekt
Test av Kaplanturbin

Kort beskrivelse av forsøket og relaterte farer/ Short description of the experiment and related hazards
Test of characteristics of a Kaplan turbine, which includes efficiency, cavitation and runaway speed.
Possible hazards is rotating equipment

NTNU

SINTEF Energi

Institutt for energi og prosessteknikk

Avdeling energiprosesser

Dato

Dato

Signert

Signert
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